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MISSION OVERVIEW

This is the 12th flight of Discovery and the 40th for the space (AFP)-675. Secondary payloads include the Space Test Payload
shuttle. (STP)-I, Multi-Purpose Experiment Canister (MPEC), and two

middeck experiments: Cloud Logic To Optimize Use of Defense

The flight crew for the STS-39 mission consists of commander Systems (CLOUDS)-IA, and Radiation Monitoring Equipment
Michael (Mike) L. Coats; pilot L. Blaine Hammond, Jr.; and (RME)-III. IBSS and AFP-675 observations are scheduled
mission specialists Guion (Guy) S. Biuford, Jr.; Gregory (Greg) J. throughout the mission. STP-I and MPEC both have a small
Harbaugh; Richard (Rick) J. Hieb; Donald (Don) R. McMonagle; amount of dedicated time on the last day of the mission.
and Charles L. (Lacy) Veach.

IBSS is a Strategic Defense Initiative Organization (SDIO)-

STS-39 is the eighth dedicated Department of Defense (DOD) sponsored experiment designed to collect infrared, ultraviolet, and
shuttle mission, and is the first such mission to be unclassified, visible data for use in the development of ballistic missile defense

STS-39's primary mission objective is to collect infrared, visible, sensor systems. Phenomena to be observed include orbital
ultraviolet, and X-ray data on orbiter plumes (orbital maneuvering maneuvering system (OMS) and primary reaction control system
system and reaction control system), the Earth background (PRCS) engine firing exhaust plumes, the orbiter environment, the
(aurora, earth limb, airglow), chemical and gas releases, the Earth and its backgrounds, chemicals and gases released into
orbiter environment, and celestial objects (stars, nebula, galaxies, space, and celestial calibration sources.
etc.). The mission is expected to provide valuable data essential to I
the design and development of Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) The IBSS payload is composed of three separate hardware
systems, elements: the Shuttle Pallet Satellite (SPAS)-II, the Critical

Ionization Velocity (CIV) package, and the Chemical Release

The most complex shuttle mission to date, STS-39 showcases a Observation (CRO) package.
wide variety of shuttle capabilities, encompassing rendezvous,
multiple translational maneuvers, extended station keeping, and The deployable SPAS-If platform incorporates a cryogenically
deployment and retrieval of a satellite. The mission involves cooled infrared sensor, an ultraviolet multispectral sensor,
challenging coordination tasks involving precision orbiter pressure gauge, and two low light level television cameras.
maneuvers/payload spacecraft commanding and observation Following SPAS-II deployment from the orbiter, the SPAS-II
sequences, multibody management, and a crew intensive timeline. IBSS sensors will observe orbiter attitude control rocket plumes,
Challenging new techniques will be employed to maximize data providing spatial and temporal plume phenomenology data that
gathering. At times, Discovery's entire crew of seven astronauts will be used to design SDI sensors and seekers. The orbiter will
will be required to work in careful coordination on the flight deck, be maneuvered repeatedly for the SPAS-II experiments. SPAS-Ii
synchronizing orbiter and Shuttle Pallet Satellite (SPAS)-II can be commanded by the orbiter crew or by the ground.
maneuvers and documenting key events. In all, approximately 36
hours of detached rendezvous and proximity operations are The Critical Ionization Velocity (CIV) and the Chemical
scheduled. Release Observation (CRO) subexperiments are mounted in the

payload bay. The CIV experiment is composed of four separate

STS-39 consists of two primary payloads: the Infrared gas canisters, each containing a different gas. The canisters remain

Background Signature Survey (IBSS), and Air Force Program in the orbiter payload bay and release gases upon command. The



gases will be observed by SPAS-Ii while it is deployed and on the evaluate the performance of advanced propellant management
RMS, as well as by the CIV Monitor Package mounted in the systems (tanks and liquid collection systems) in microgravity. The
payload bay as part of the CIV payload element. CIV is intended Shuttle Kinetic Infrared Test (SKIRT) will collect infrared,
to provide on-orbit spectral data to examine a theory that many visible, and ultraviolet data on shuttle atomic oxygen glow
neutral gaseous molecules, including rocket combustion products, effects. The Ultraviolet Limb Measurement (UVLIM) will
will be ionized when they travel through a magnetized plasma at investigate atmospheric composition. The Data System
velocities such that their kinetic energy exceeds their ionization Experiment (DSE) will conduct the first space test of a 2.25-Mips
potential. If this theory is correct, such ionization will provide super-mini-computer with an erasable optical disk data storage
additional observables on objects of interest. The three CRO system. The Ascent Particle Monitor (APM) will collect particles
subsatellites are deployed and their chemicals released later via to study contamination in the shuttle payload bay. The STP-I
ground commands. Two deployed and one RMS SPAS-II CRO experiments and their associated electronics and control systems
observations will be made. Each subsatellite is loaded with a are mounted on a Hitchhiker-M across-the-bay carrier.
different chemical.

MPEC is a DOD-sponsored classified payload housed in a Get-

The nominal IBSS/SPAS-I1 deploy opportunity is on Orbit 31 Away Special (GAS) canister. The payload will be deployed by
with a backup opportunity on Orbit 32. Nominal retrieve is the crew on the last day of the mission.
planned for Orbit 56 with a backup on Orbit 57.

CLOUDS-IA is a DOD-sponsored middeck payload consisting

The AFP-675 is a DOD-sponsored collection of experiments of a 35mm camera assembled with a motor drive, data recording
designed to measure background infrared and ultraviolet system, 105mm lens, and infrared filter. The objective of 2
emissions, identify contamination in the orbiter environment, and CLOUDS-IA is to photograph sequences of cloud fields over
demonstrate X-ray imaging proof of concept. Phenomena to be various ground sites (targets of opportunity) in order to provide a
observed include the Earth's limb and airglow, auroras, celestial more efficient assessment of relevant cloud characteristics that

objects, orbiter surface glow, and contamination events. Results impact DOD systems.
are critical to understanding how an SDI detection and tracking
system will operate in space. The RME-111 payload in Discovery's middeck measures the

ionizing radiation exposure in the orbiter crew compartment. The

The five AFP-675 experiments [Cryogenic Infrared Radiance unit contains a liquid crystal display (LCD) for real-time data
Instrument for Shuttle (CIRRIS)-IA; Far Ultraviolet Camera display and a keyboard for controlling its functions.
(FARUV); Uniformly Redundant Array (URA); Horizon
Ultraviolet Program (HUP); and Quadrapole Ion Neutral Mass Nine development test objectives (DTOs) and 13 detailed
Spectrometer (QINMS)] are mounted on the nondeployable supplementary objectives (DSOs) are scheduled to be conducted.
Experiment Support Structure (ESS) in the payload bay. They are
completely controlled by a mission specialist through a unique aft The STS-39 flight crew is divided into a red team and blue
flight deck command and monitor panel, team working 12-hour shifts followed by 12 hours off duty. This

allows for continuous payload operations 24 hours a day. The

STP-I is a collection of five diverse experiments designed to commander is not assigned to a team and is free to adjust his
collect ultraviolet, infrared, zero-gravity, and data management hours real-time as necessary. The red team consists of pilot L.
data. The Advanced Liquid Feed Experiment (ALFE) will Blaine Hammond, Jr.; and mission specialists Charles L. (Lacy)
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Veach and Richard J. Hieb. The blue team consists of mission Test Integration Contract (STiC), Rockwell is responsible for
specialists Gregory J. Harbaugh, Donald R. McMonagle, and support of STS-39 integration, operations, training, logistics, and
Guion S. Bluford, Jr. communication systems activities at Rockwell's Space Systems

Division in Downey, Calif.; NASAs Johnson Space Center in
Rockwell International, under management of the Air Force Houston, Texas; and the Cape Canaveral Air Force Station and

Space Systems Division Space Test and Transportation Office, is NASAs Kennedy Space Center in Florida.
integrating the entire STS-39 cargo. As contractor for the Space

COATS H
OND



MISSION STATISTICS

Vehicle: Discovery (OV-103), 12th flight opportunity for orbit in the event of a problem with a space shuttle
main engine.

Launch Date/Time:
4/23/91 7:05 a.m., EDT The OMS-I thrusting maneuver after main engine cutoff plus

6:05 a.m., CDT approximately 2 minutes is eliminated in this direct-insertion
4:05 a.m., PDT ascent profile. The OMS-I thrusting maneuver is replaced by a

5 foot-per-second reaction control system maneuver to facilitate
Launch Site: Kennedy Space Center (KSC), Fla.-- the main propulsion system propeilant dump.
Launch Pad 39A

Altitude: 140 nautical miles (161 statute miles) circular orbit

Launch Window: 3 hours, 26 minutes
Space Shuttle Main Engine Thrust Level During Ascent:

Mission Duration: 8 days, 7 hours, 24 minutes 104 percent

Landing: Nominal end of mission on Orbit 134 Total Lift-off Weight: Approximately 4,512,698 pounds
5/I/91 2:29 p.m., EDT

1:29 p.m., CDT Orbiter Weight, Including Cargo, at Lift-off: Approximately 5
11:29 a.m., PDT 246,986 pounds

Runway: Nominal end-of-mission landing on concrete runway Payload Weight Up: Approximately 21,413 pounds
22, Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB), Calif. Backup: EAFB.
Weather alternates are Northrup Strip (NOR), White Sands, New Payload Weight Down: Approximately 20,586 pounds
Mexico; and KSC.

Orbiter Weight at Landing: Approximately 2 ! ! ,577 pounds

Transatlantic Abort Landing: Zaragoza, Spain; Alternates are
Moron, Spain; and Ben Guerir, Morocco Payloads--Cargo Bay (* denotes primary payload): Infrared

Background Signature Survey (IBSS)*, Air Force Program
Return toLaunchSite: KSC (AFP)-675*, Space Test Payload (STP)-I, Multi-Purpose

Experiment Canister (MPEC)
Abort-Once-Around: NOR

Payloads--Middeck: Cloud Logic to Optimize Use of Defense
Systems (CLOUDS)-IA, Radiation Monitoring Equipment

Inclination: 57 degrees (RME)-lll

Ascent: The ascent profile for this mission is a direct insertion.
Only one orbital maneuvering system thrusting maneuver, Flight CrewMembers:
referred to as OMS-2, is used to achieve insertion into orbit. This Commander: Michael L. Coats, third space shuttle flight

direct-insertion profile lofts the trajectory to provide the earliest Pilot: L. Blaine Hammond, Jr., first space shuttle flight



Mission Specialist 1: Gregory J. Harbaugh, first space shuttle allows for continuous payload operations 24 hours a day. The
flight commander is not assigned to a team and is free to adjust his
Mission Specialist 2: Donald R. McMonagle, first space shuttle hours real-time as necessary.
flight
Mission Specialist 3: Guion S. Bluford, Jr., second space • The red team consists of pilot L. Blaine Hammond, Jr.; and
shuttle flight mission specialists Charles L. (Lacy) Veach and Richard
Mission Specialist 4: Charles L. (Lacy) Veach, first space J. Hieb. The blue team consists of mission specialists Gregory
shuttle flight J. Harbaug h, Donald R. McMonagle, and Guion S. Bluford, Jr.
Mission Specialist 5: Richard J. Hieb, first space shuttle flight

• The remote manipulator system is installed in Discovery's
Ascent Seating: payload bay for this mission. The galley and the four-tier-bunk

Flight deck, front left seat, commander Michael L. Coats sleep stations are installed in Discovery's middeck.
Flight deck, front right seat, pilot L. Blaine Hammond, Jr.
Flight deck, aft center seat, mission specialist Donald • STS-39 marks the Discovery debut of new, upgraded general-
R. McMonagle purpose computers (IBM AP-IOIS) that are replacing the
Flight deck, aft right seat, mission specialist Gregory existing GPCs aboard the space shuttle orbiter fleet. The
J. Harbaugh upgraded, computers allow NASA to incorporate more
Middeck, mission specialist Guion S. Bluford, Jr. capabilities into the orbiters and apply advanced computer
Middeck, mission specialist Charles L. (Lacy) Veach technologies that were not available when the orbiter was first
Middeck, mission specialist Richard J. Hieb designed. The new computer design began in January 1984,

whereas the older design began in January 1972. The set of five 6
Entry Seating: upgraded GPCs, plus a spare, provides 2.5 times the existing

Flight deck, aft center seat, Donald R. McMonagle memory capacity and up to three times the existing processor
Flight deck, aft right seat, Charles L. (Lacy) Veach speed with minimum impact on flight software. They are half
Middeck, mission specialist Gregory J. Harbaugh the size, weigh approximately half as much, and require less
Middeck, mission specialist Guion S. Bluford, Jr. power to operate. The central processor unit and the
Middeck, mission specialist Richard J. Hieb input/output processor, previously installed as two separate

boxes, are now a single unit.
Extravehicular Activity Crew Members, If Required:

The new GPCs use the existing shuttle software with only
Extravehicular (EV)astronaut-I is Gregory J. Harbaugh; EV-2 is subtle changes. However, the increases in memory and
Donald R. McMonagle. processing speed allow for future innovations in the shuttle's

data processing system.
lntravehicular Astronaut: Guion S. Bluford

Although there is no real difference in the way the crew will
Entry: Automatic mode until subsonic, then control-stick steering operate with the new computers, the upgrade increases the

reliability and efficiency in commanding the shuttle systems.
Notes: The predicted "mean time between failures" (MTBF) tor the
• The flight crew is divided into a red team and blue team advanced GPCs is 6,000 hours, and it is hoped to reach 10,000

working 12-hour shifts followed by 12 hours off duty. This hours. The MTBF for the original GPCs is 5,20(I hours.
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Specifications Memory capacity: 262,000 words (32-bits each)
Dimensions: 19.55 ill. by 7.62 in. by 10.2 in. Processing rate: I million instructions per second
Weight: 64 lb Power requirements: 550 watts
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MISSION OBJECTIVES

° Primary Payloads -- Multi-Purpose Experiment Canister (MPEC) deploy

-- Infrared Background Signature Survey (1BSS) -- Cloud Logic To Optimize Use of Defense Systems
(CLOUDS)- 1A

-- Air Force Program (AFP)-675
-- Radiation Monitoring Equipment (RME)-III

• Secondary Payloads
• Development Test Objectives (DTOs)/Detailed Supplementary

-- Space Test Payload (STP)-i Objectives (DSOs)



FLIGHT ACTIVITIES OVERVIEW

Flight Day 1 Far-field primary RCS plume sequence
IBSS experiment operations

Red Team: CRO C deploy

Ku-band antenna deploy Transition to near field (2 kin)
Priority Group B powerdown Near-field OMS plume sequences 4, 5
RMS powerup and checkout
Aft controller checkout Flight Day 4
STP-I activation
AFP-675 initialization and checkout Red Team:
RME-III activation Orbiter systems redundant component checkout
IBSS checkout IBSS experiment operations

CIV operations
Blue Team: Phase out to rendezvous initiation range

AFP-675 operations CRO C observation
CRO B deploy

Flight Day 2 SPAS-II/IBSS rendezvous operations
CRO B observation | 1

Red Team: SPAS-II/IBSS capture

AFP-675 operations
Blue Team:

Blue Team: SPAS-II/IBSS berth

AFP-675 operations Orbit adjust - CRO C avoidance
SPAS-II/IBSS predeploy checkout STP-I operations
SPAS-II/IBSS grapple, unberth AFP-675 operations

Flight Day 3 Flight Day 5

Red Team: Red Team:
SPAS-II/IBSS release, attitude control checkout AFP-675

Separation to far field (10 km)
OMS plume sequence I Blue Team:
Far-field station keeping AFP-675
IBSS operations: Earth scan, Earth limb, C02 Earth sweep CRO A deploy

Blue Team:

Far-field OMS plume sequences 2, 3



Flight Day 6 Flight Day 9

Red Team: Payload deactivation
AFP-675

SPAS-II/IBSS predeploy checkout Deorbit prep
SPAS-II/IBSS attached operations
CRO A observation Landing
STP- I operations

Notes:
Blue Team:

SPAS-I1/IBSS attached operations • Each flight day includes a number of scheduled housekeeping
CIV operations activities. These include inertial measurement unit alignment,
Orbiter environment supply water dump (as required), waste water dump (as
SPAS-11/IBSS berth required), fuel cell purge, Ku-band antenna cable repositioning,

and a daily private medical conference.
Flight Day 7

• Due to power requirements and the length of the mission, an
Red Team: equipment powerdown (referred to as a Group B powerdown),

SPAS-I1/IBSS in-bay operations is executed by the Red Team on Flight Day i to conserve

AFP-675 cryogenics for a full mission duration plus two extension days 12
(if required),. Powerdown activities include powering off three

Blue Team: of Discovery's four CRTs, placing three of Discovery's five
AFP-675 general purpose computers on standby mode, placing one of

Discovery's three inertial measurement units on standby mode,
Flight Day 8 and powering off three of Discovery's eight flight-critical

multiplexers (two forward, one aft).
Red Team:

Flight control system checkout
AFP-675 operations
STP-I dedicated operations

Blue Team:

STP-I dedicated operations
AFP-675 deactivation

MPEC deploy
Cabin stow



STS-39 CREW ASSIGNMENTS

Commander (Michael L. Coats): Overall mission decisions; Mission Specialist 3 (Guion S. Bluford, Jr.): AFP-675, STP-I,

deploy, separation, and rendezvous; orbiter systems; detailed test MPEC
objectives

Mission Specialist 4 ICharles L, (Lacy) Veach]: AFP-675,
Pilot (L. Blaine Hammond, Jr.): Orbiter systems, piloting tasks CLOUDS-IA

Mission Specialist 1 (Gregory J. Harbaugh): IBSS, RMS Mission Specialist 5 (Richard J. Hieb): IBSS, RMS

Mission Specialist 2 (Donald R. McMonagle): Orbiter systems,
piloting tasks, RME-III

13

STS-39 crewmembers (left to right): Charles L. fLacy) Veach, DonaM R. McMonagle, Gregory J. Harbaugh, Michael L. Coats,
L. Blaine Hammond Jr., Richard J. Hieb and Guion S. Bluford Jr. Coats is mission commander; Hammond, pilot, and the

others are mission specialists



DEVELOPMENT TEST OBJECTIVES

• Entry aerodynamic control surfaces test, part 7 (performed only • Vibration and acoustic evaluation
if reaction control system propellant is available)

• Hot nosewheel steering runway evaluation

• Ascent structural capability evaluation
• Carbon brake systems test, condition 3

• Ascent compartment venting evaluation
• Crosswind landing performance

• Descent compartment venting evaluation

• Entry structural capability

DETAILED SUPPLEMENTARY OBJECTIVES

15

• Variations in supin and standing heart rate, blood pressure, and • Lower body negative pressure following space flight
cardiac size as a function of space flight duration and time

postflight • Effects of space flight on aerobic and anaerobic metabolism
during rest and exercise: the role of body composition

• In-flight aerobic exercise
• Changes in the endocrine regulation of orthostatic tolerance

• Changes in baroreceptor reflex function following space flight

• Blood pressure variability during space flight • Documentary television

• Orthostatic function during entry, landing, and egress • Documentary motion picture photography

• Visual-vestibular integration as a function of adaptation • Documentary still photography

• Postural equilibrium control during entry, landing, and egress



PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION

.... |

17

CRO
Payload IBSS
Control CIV AFP-675
Station MPEC

STP-1 /_



INFRARED BACKGROUND SIGNATURE SURVEY

The Infrared Background Signature Survey is a Strategic • Celestial calibration sources (measure signature of resident
Defense Initiative Organization sponsored program whose space objects)
objective is to obtain infrared, ultraviolet, and visible scientific
data on natural and induced geophysical phenomena for use in the Data collected from these observations will be used to confirm
development of ballistic missile defense sensor systems. The existing models.
payload is composed of three separate hardware elements: the
Shuttle Pallet Satellite (SPAS)-II, the Critical Ionization Velocity The nominal IBSS/SPAS-II deploy opportunity is on Orbit 31
(CIV) package, and the Chemical Release Observation (CRO) with a backup opportunity on Orbit 32. Nominal retrieve is
experiment, planned for Orbit 56 with a backup on Orbit 57.

The IBSS instruments will perform the following observations: IBSS is sponsored by the SDIO, which also manages the
overall program. Supporting SDIO in program management are

• Shuttle orbital maneuvering system (OMS) and primary several systems engineering and technical analysis firms,
reaction control system (PRCS) engine firing exhaust plumes including Stears, Kiya, and Wright, Arlington, Va.; Orbital
(signatures are crucial to the validation of plume models) SYStems Limited, Lanham, Md.; Nichols Research Corp., Vienna,

Va.; and Hernandez Engineering, Inc., Houston, Texas.

• The Earth and its backgrounds, including Earth limb, Earth Integration of the payload and operations with the shuttle are the 19
scan, and auroras (backgrounds produced by atmospheric responsibility of the U.S. Air Force Headquarters Space Systems
chemical processes must be characterized) Division, Los Angeles Air Force Base, Calif.; The' Aerospace

Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.; Federal Electric Corporation,
• Contaminant environment surrounding the orbiter Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif.; Rockwell International Space

(backgrounds produced by spacecraft contaminants affect Systems Division, Downey, Calif.; and the 6595th Test and
sensor performance, and spacecraft contaminants deposited on Evaluation Group/DTR and Western Test Range, Vandenberg Air
sensor components reduce sensitivity) Force Base, Calif. The CIV package is managed by Phillips

Laboratory's Geophysics Directorate, Space Physics Division,
• Chemicals and gasses released from subsatellites and systems Hanscom Air Force Base, Mass. The CRO experiment is managed

mounted in the shuttle payload bay (vehicle identification may by the Phillips Laboratory's West Coast office, Los Angeles Air
be enhanced by chemical release observations, while plume Force Base, Calif.
signature enhancement may result from gaseous molecules that
are ionized as they travel through magnetic plasmas)



Other IBSS participants include the following:

Component Company Country

Prime contractor/integrator, SPAS-II Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm Germany
Cryostat Linde Germany
Infrared sensor Kayser-Threde Germany
Drive motors University of Berlin Germany

Radiometer detectors--prime AEG Telefunken Germany
Radiometer filters Optical Coatings Lab, Inc. U.K.

Spec!crometer detectors--prime Aerojet U.S.
Spectrometer and radiometer detectors Santa Barbara Research Center U.S.
Spectrometer grating Bausch & Lomb U.S.
Mirrors Sensor System Group U.S.
Internal source Infrared Laboratory, Inc. U.S.

Tuning fork chopper Frequency Control Products U.S.
Arizona lmager/Spectrograph University of Arizona U.S.
Portable calibration source Utah State University U.S.
CRO satellites Defense Systems, Inc. U.S.

CRO launcher cylinders/support beams NASA Goddard Space Flight Center U.S.
CRO aircraft sensor platform operations (HALO aircraft) Phillips Laboratory U.S. 20

Weapons Directorate and 4950th Test Group

CRO aircraft sensor platform operations support BDM Corp. U.S.
Aeromet Inc. U.S.
Automated Sciences Group, Inc. U.S.

CIV gas release system/system integration Physical Sciences, Inc. U.S.
CIV payload support system manufacturer Northeastern University U.S.
CIV general mechanical manufacturing Wentworth Institute of Technology U.S.
CIV pressure gauge subsystem John Hopkins University U.S.
CIV radiometer subsystem Research Science, Inc. U.S.
C1V Langmuir probe University of iowa U.S.
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SPAS-II Fo,wardBaJRe
Mirlo_ Radiometer Speclrornetel

Ebert
The Shuttle Pallet Satellite-II element incorporates a Mi.or

cryogenically cooled (liquid helium) infrared radiometer and
spectrometer, the Arizona lmager/Spectrograph (AIS)
multispectral (ultraviolet to infrared) sensor, two low light level
television cameras, and various support subsystems on a modular
graphite-epoxy pallet. Observations are planned to be conducted e,,,ery

with the SPAS-II deployed, on the remote manipulator system SeeoedaryMirror
(RMS), and in the payload bay. SPAS-II will be deployed and

Stop Filter Source

later retrieved from the orbiter using the RMS and will maneuver
at ranges of up to 20 km from the orbiter to gather data. SPAS-II • lelese0pe "..Radi0meter(Heimeging)
has an active control system for pointing and attitude control Aperture-5.5crn WaveleagthRegion-2.5to7.5#MField-ol.View-O.O7x0.60 de9 Resolution-0.36Mrad
during deployed operations and can be commanded by the on- ,,,ScanMi[,or -SpecttometerlEbeet-Fastiel
board crew or by the ground. Precision control of the SPAS-Ii by Re,go_:4.8de9 WavelengthReGi0n-2.5to22.7.aMRate2 dog/zooNominal Resetving-,x.t_,.- 300
the crew--involving over 250 separate commands--is required
for successful experiment observations. IBSS Sensor

The SPAS-II pallet is an improved version of the SPAS-I pallet SPAS-II sensors will gather spectral, spatial and temporal
that previously flew aboard Challenger on STS-7 in 1983 and on radiometric data on the optical signature of orbiter OMS and
STS-41B in 1984. PRCS exhaust plume firings in the appropriate regions of the 21

z2 infrared, ultraviolet, and visible spectrums. These plumes
Antenoe2 resemble those produced by systems of interest. Interaction of the

CryestatFillValve _ Cryastat outer plume regions with the atmosphere will be characterized, as

_1.., _ _x "_'. _--". t /--_._._San SensmElectranics wellastheregionoftheorbiterneartheexitnozzle.
X2 / /Grapple Fixture

"_\\_\_./..___,/_jG,,0_cope SPAS-I' will also be used to characterize the Earth background(\NFOVIV Camera._

WfOVTVCamere_ _ "_ _ _ /////) _l.-t)_;_"l--L°nger°n from the Earth limb to the hard Earth, and in areas around the
TapeRecorder_'___ Sclr!n-_ionu,tP/atesolar specular point. Measurements will consist of Earth limb and

AtS..... _'%-.'_e_/ __/"" Earth scan observations with SPAS-II deployed, auroral
Handling _.q_-.._.,..._a._ _ _jrll____[/l] I.._.._Transponder observations with SPAS-II on the RMS, and AIS Earth limb

observations from the payload bay. Radiometric spatial, spectral,

V2 _ "_ll/'_z__ _..,..--_""._/_lestrument_ N2 TanksAnal0g[le¢Ironcs and temporal data from these observations will be used to

A_S.t)ata/'_:,,AI_IXII _ ioitalElectronics
RecordinoUnil.f_ • L _ _\lnstrument[I " establish the background against which approaching ICBMs

_j.--_.,,,_'_/_PPOU would be viewed by a sensor system as they came over theScullPlate" / U \

'_EPOS horizon. Measurements will be taken of the Earth's surface under

A,t_,,aV / / i3_t_ "_ various conditions of light and darkness, hard Earth and water,
and clouds and cloudlessness. The Earth scan observations includeAntenna4 Anlenna3 f

FladarEflhancemenllJevices.ZS-.--- (_Keel],unninn observations of spatial clutter in carbon dioxide bands,
observations of areas around the solar specular point, the

SPAS-ll/IBSSSpacecraft terminator, and limb-to-Earth scans. The Earth limb observations



Shuttle Pallet Satellite (SPAS)-H

will include day, night, and terminator views. Auroral emissions 22
(Northern and Southern Lights) will also be measured, as
available.

Finally, to characterize the effects of contaminating materials
coming from a sensor platform itself, the environment around the
orbiter payload bay will be measured by the SPAS-IUIBSS
infrared sensor and AIS sensors, "parked" nearby. These
measurements will be taken with the orbiter in a "quiet" state, as
well as during fuel cell purges, water dumps, thruster firings, and
other contaminating events. Observations will be in the infrared,
visible, and ultraviolet regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.

The "orbiter glow" phenomenon will also be studied. This
phenomenon occurs where the rarified atmosphere strikes orbiter
surfaces, especially the tail, causing visible and infrared radiance.
The glow is thought to be caused by some type of interaction
between the ambient atmosphere and the spacecraft surface,
although sufficient data does not exist to fully understand the Infrared Background Signature Survey (IBSS) Shuttle Pallet
process. A number of possible mechanisms have been proposed, Satellite (SPAS)-II



including gas phase collisions, surface-aided chemiluminescence Veloc_
reactions with adsorbates on orbiter surfaces, and surface

reactions with the atomic oxygen environment leading to material
toss or compositional changes. The spectrum of the glow is
relatively diffuse and based primarily in the red-infrared region.
The glow intensity is dependent upon the surface orientation to

the velocity vector. The glow intensity seems to vary as a function CIVRelease I /1| / r_- _ J 7

of the atomic oxygen density and the type of material, fiases__ _ /,// IBSS

Multispectral signatures will be characterized in order to

understand this contaminant environment and the atmospheres / I I/L-_ \ \ XM0nit0r
expected to surround future SDI orbiting space-based sensor / _ "_--_-'_ Packa0e
system platforms or target vehicles.

C!V

The Critical Ionization Velocity experiment will investigate the
interaction of neutral gas molecules, such as those present in -''"'1_"
rocket combustion products, with the ambient weakly-magnetized C1VExperiment
plasma. The experiment is intended to provide on-orbit spectral 23
data to examine a theory that holds that many neutral gaseous nitrous oxide). The canisters are located in the forward port side
molecules will be ionized when they travel through a magnetized of Discovery's payload bay and remain attached to the orbiter.

plasma at velocities such that their kinetic energy exceeds their
ionization potential. Ions so created would then flow along the Upon crew command, plumes of gas will be released out of the
local magnetic lines of force and generate emissions that can be orbiter payload bay. The SPAS-II, "parked" about 2 km away, will
detected by spaceborne sensors, thereby permitting tracking of the take infrared, visible, and ultraviolet radiometric spatial, spectral,
vehicle releasing the gases. If this theory is correct, such and temporal measurements of the gas plumes. A CIV data
ionization could provide additional observables on objects of acquisition package mounted in the payload bay as part of the CIV
interest, payload element will also record visible and ultraviolet data. A

Langmuir probe will measure the ambient electron density and

Two mechanisms are responsible for ionization: temperature. The CIV hardware weighs approximately 500
pounds.

• Kinetic energy of a gas exceeds its ionization potential due to
its relative velocity with the ambient plasma. The resulting Gases under pressure will be ejected at different angles to the
plasma instability is expected to enhance ionization, orbital velocity (such that collisions with the thin orbital

atmosphere will enhance ionization) and to the local magnetic

• Charge exchange between the gases released and ambient ions field lines. The gases have been selected and the release
(mainly oxygen) mechanism designed so that the critical ionization velocity should

be reached for three of the four gases when they are released into

The CIV experiment includes four compressed gas canisters the RAM direction. Because the orientation and strength of the
loaded with different gases (xenon, neon, carbon dioxide, and local magnetic field is expected to affect the intensity of the
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ionization phenomenon, the gas releases will be observed with the
local magnetic field approximately parallel to RAM and 24
perpendicular to RAM. The effect of ambient electron density on
the phenomenon will be observed by repeating the observations in
both the daylight and darkness.

CRO

The Chemical Release Observation portion of the IBSS
mission is an experiment designed to collect infrared, visible, and
ultraviolet time-resolved radiometric data associated with

chemicals that may be released by vehicles of interest in near-
Earth orbit as obscurants. Such data may help to identify these
vehicles. The experiment is located in the forward starboard side
of Discovery's payload bay and consists of three separate
subsatellites and their launchers. The CRO hardware weighs
approximately 900 pounds. The subsatellites will be deployed and
will release chemicals upon ground command for two deployed
and one RMS SPAS-II observations. Simultaneous observations

will be made from the SPAS-11 sensors, ground sensors at VAFB, Chemical Release Observation (CRO)Experiment



-- expansion rate. Each subsatellite is loaded with a different
" \" _ i chemical: 15 pounds of nitrogen tetroxide (CRO C), 52 pounds of

"%"_ unsymmetrical dimethyi hydrazine (CRO B), and 60 pounds of
x'x_':;am'"• 1. Satellite monomethyl hydrazine (CRO A), released in that order. The

Wall _i _ 2. LauncherCanister selected chemicals are representative of potential obscurants. Data

- 3. BasePlate from these observations will assist SDIO in characterizing the

4. Electronics

5. GuideRod signatures expected from liquid fuel clouds escaping from
6. Spring damaged ICBM boosters.
7. PusherPlate
8. VBandandRetentionSprings Since the three chemical releases will produce short-lived

clouds of vapor and frozen particles in orbit near the shuttle, it is
possible that a faint glow of visible light may occur due to the
interaction of the vapor cloud with oxygen atoms in the upper

atmosphere. It is not expected, however, that the vapor glow from(_)/ any of the releases will be bright enough to be detected by the
unaided eye on the ground. The chances of observers near
Vandenberg Air Force Base seeing the first and only nighttime

scheduled release experiment are very remote.

The cloud of frozen particles, however, can scatter sunlight,
2 Gas _ producing visible light with much greater intensity. The sunlight 25

Beams _._//_[t./_,,,_ scattered from the particle cloud will not be as intense as the
Installed _],'_5. daytime sky, however, so it is unlikely that the releases can be

Subsatellite / _ erShortingand viewed from the ground if they occur in sunlight. Should the first
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and airborne sensors to take spectral, spatial, and temporal OpticalBeacon I j-"'\\ _--"--'-_
measurements of the chemical cloud. Spectral information will _ -_-------------- ._"

permit characterization of the chemical interactions with the _ _ /'_-_ VAFB
atmosphere and solar energy, and determine the aerosol
distribution of the chemicals with respect to particle size and ChemicaI Release Observation



scheduled release occur under predawn twilight conditions on the far-field observations. Arriving at that point one orbit after the
West Coast, optimal viewing conditions would exist, as the separation burn, the crew will fire the RCS to brake Discovery
release would occur in sunlight while a West Coast observer and place it again in the same orbit with the SPAS-II. Deployment
would be in darkness. Under these conditions, the release would and separation are scheduled to occur while both crew shifts are

initially appear as a disk of white light approximately the size of awake.
the full moon, although somewhat dimmer. The cloud will
continue to grow and gradually dim after the flow of liquid ends. Far-Field Operations
The remnants of the bright cloud will last only a few minutes.

Following a crew shift handover, at the far-field position, the
STS-39 SPAS-II/IBSS RENDEZVOUS AND TRACKING Red Team will maneuver Discovery to point its nose north, with
OPERATIONS the payload bay pointed in the direction of orbital travel--toward

SPAS-II, 10 km ahead.

STS-39 rendezvous and tracking maneuvers in support of IBSS

operations present a number of significant challenges to space OMS Plume Observation
shuttle mission operations. More than 60 orbiter maneuvers are
planned to support the various phases of SPAS-II/IBSS From this position, the crew will remotely command the SPAS-
rendezvous, including IBSS calibrations, deployment, separation, II/IBSS to point its imaging systems at Discovery for the first
far-field observations, near-field observations, CRO subsatellite plume observation. Once the experiments are properly trained on
deployments and observations, SPAS-I1 retrieval, and berthing. Discovery, one OMS engine will be fired for 20 seconds. The

result of the burn will be to propel Discovery north, off of its 26
Separation to Far-Field previous orbital groundtrack, without changing the spacecraft's

altitude. A burn with this lateral effect is known as "out-of-plane."

Following deployment of the SPAS-II/IBSS imaging platform, In order to set up the next observation and remain aligned with the
the crew will perform an acceleration, or posigrade burn, firing SPAS-II for precise rendezvous maneuvers, immediately
Discovery's reaction control system (RCS) thrusters to raise its following the burn, the crew will perform a "fast-flip" yaw
orbit above the SPAS-I1. This maneuver will drift Discovery to a maneuver, using RCS jets to turn Discovery's nose around 180

point about 10 km behind the SPAS-II, the required distance for degrees to the south. A single-engine OMS braking burn will then
be performed to stop Discovery's travel at a point less than a mile

": north of its previous groundtrack. Using RCS jets, the crew will

-s. __ii_i, il,p return Discovery to its starting position, on its original

groundtrack behind the SPAS-II. As Discovery drifts back to the
sPAs_tsss ' starting point, a "fast-flip" reversal will turn the spacecraft's nose

v _ ' ____ _ _ ' -i0 ' /- back to the north. This unique series of multiple OMS and RCS
maneuvers has been dubbed the "Malarkey Milkshake" in

- - o_ /_ recognition of John Malarkey, the JSC rendezvous guidance team

leader who developed the back-and-forth sequence. Throughout

/ this sequence, the crew will point the SPAS-II/IBSS by remote
_0 _ 0,_,_m00e_N0,R,_,_00_ control to record data on the engine plumes.

l_ue OrbiterAttitude

Far-field observations will continue following the Blue Team's

SPAS-H/IBSS Rendezvous and Tracking Operations sleep shift. Due to the complexities involved, all OMS burns will

?
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SPAS-I1/1BSS Observation of Orbital Maneuvering System�Primary SPAS-I1/IBSS Observation of Single-Engine Orbital Maneuvering
Reaction Control System Plume Firings System Plume Firings -

be conducted only when both crew shifts are awake and able to PRCS Plume Observation

participate. The final IBSS objective at the far-field position will be to

Discovery will remain at the far-field position during the Blue observe Discovery's primary RCS jets firing. In the same attitude
Team's sleep, and the Red Team will continue SPAS-II/IBSS used for OMS plume observations, the crew will again align
operations, conducting Earth limb observations by remote control. SPAS-11/IBSS to train its optics on the vehicle and then ignite one

of the PRCS thrusters for 25 seconds.

Following the Blue Team's sleep shift, while both teams are
awake, the same sequence of maneuvers will be repeated twice in Far-Field CRO Release
support of two additional plume observations.

After the far-field plume observations have been completed,

The single-engine OMS firings for these observations represent and while the Red Team sleeps, the Blue Team will eject the first
the first time such firings have been attempted in space by the CRO canister from the payload bay, at a rate of 3.5 feet per
orbiter, second (fps) and allow it to separate until the subsatellite trails the

SPAS-Ii by 50 to 2(X)km in orbit.



Release will be timed so that the CRO subsatellite will pass CRO Observations
over Vandenburg Air Force Base (VAFB), Calif. Just after it is
ejected from the payload bay, antennae on the canister will Following completion of near-field operations, while the Blue
deploy, providing a remote command link to investigators at Team sleeps, the Red Team will conduct a series of maneuvers to
VAFB. The canister will drift during several orbits to the desired set up IBSS imaging and tracking of the CRO chemical-release
distance for IBSS imaging. After a ground CRO team at VAFB canisters ejected from Discovery's payload bay.
has determined the health and status of the subsatellite, VAFB

investigators will remotely command the canister to release a A combination burn, both posigrade and out-of-plane, will be
stream of chemical that will quickly vaporize into a cloud. CRO made to further separate Discovery from the SPAS-II and avoid
chemical releases and observations will begin after near-field obscuring its view of the already deployed canister. The posigrade
operations have been completed, component of the RCS burn will provide for a slow separation

from the SPAS-II, over seven and a half hours and five orbits, to a

Transition to Near-Field distance of approximately 14.5 km behind SPAS-II for the start of
retrieval operations. The lateral component will move Discovery

To reach the near-field observations position, the crew will off of the direct track between SPAS-II and the CRO canister so it
perform a slowing, or retrograde, RCS burn to slightly lower will not block the line of sight of the SPAS-I1 imaging
Discovery's orbit. The effect of the burn, over the next orbit, will experiments.
move Discovery to within approximately one and one-half statute
miles behind the SPAS-II. As Discovery approaches that point, During this five-orbit separation phase, the crew will remotely
another RCS burn will brake the orbiter, placing it directly behind command the SPAS-II/IBSS to track and observe the first CRO 28
SPAS-II on the same orbital path, approximately 2 km behind, canister as VAFB ground controllers remotely command the

chemical release.

Near-Field Operations: OMS Plume Observations
Following completion of the first CRO observation, the crew

At the near-field position, with both crew teams awake, will perform an RCS burn to move Discovery back into alignment
Discovery will again be maneuvered to the "nose-north" start with the flight path of the SPAS-II, but continuing to separate.
attitude that was used for far-field observations. The same out-of- The crew will then eject a second canister, and command the

plane OMS burn sequence will be repeated twice for near-field SPAS-II/IBSS to track and observe another ground-commanded
plume observations. The crew will continue to point the SPAS- chemical release.
II/IBSS imaging systems by remote control to set up and record
each observation. SPAS/IBSS Retrieval

Near-Field Operations: CIV Observations After separating to more than 14.5 km, and with both crew
shifts awake again, a retrograde burn will slightly lower

Before leaving the near-field position, the crew will train Discovery's orbit to overtake the SPAS-II/IBSS. Several course
SPAS-11/IBSS imaging systems on Discovery's payload bay to adjustment burns may be conducted as Discovery nears its target,
observe and document a sequence of gas releases from CIV in order to arrive directly in front of the SPAS-II, on the same
canisters mounted in the bay. flight path. The crew will then manually maneuver Discovery to

within range of the remote manipulator system for capture.



AIR FORCE PROGRAM 675

Air Force Program (AFP)-675 is a Department of Defense- _ +z_
sponsored collection of experiments whose objective is to gather FARUV-..._ +Xa +Ya

data on the Earth's atmosphere (aurora, Earth limb, and airglow), ..._.A_ _,uPcelestial objects, and the environment in and around the shuttle -v°- _ --x0
payload bay. Infrared, ultraviolet, X-ray, and contamination data • J__"_/_-. / C,RR,S -z0
will be collected during the mission. Data will be used in the -'_V_ _/" I _,_ J_",__ ae'e,e.ce
development of sensors used to detect targets of interest.

The AFP-675 payload is approximately 15 feet long, 15 feet - -- -- -- --- -- " --- --__ff/_ _URA
wide, and 15 feet high and will occupy a shuttle payload bay -,_._.._..../_.,._lL...._..__....k.._ j_..__....___length of approximately 17 feet. It weighs approximately 10,400 clnats _4._.DataandVidea_"'4_ _ _,,,,l_<l |1 _ U l

pounds.Itis mounted in the aft-mostquarterof theshuttle ,e:e:d.=,sJ-"___d 2" 11 l
payload bay via four iongeron trunnions and a keel fitting. Esslape _'_-.._'_"".1..'/_.._] _ II H

Recorders_ _/1"f'ill__t( | "_"_
'2 Ptacesl_ _\ \\\ _ _Pewe,

AFP-675 will require precision attitude control using _"-_A_ _'/// Bisttibutioa
Discovery as the course pointing system. Innovative uses of the -"_.,"._W" ff sys,em

shuttle communications network will provide unique insight on _ 29
the ground for DOD investigators in the Mission Control Center.

AFP-675 consists of five experiments: AFP-675 Configuration

• Cryogenic Infrared Radiance Instrumentation for Shuttle mechanical support for the experiments and is the interface
(CIRRIS)-IA between the shuttle and the experiments for electrical power and

avionics. The ESS pallet is comprised of the power distribution

• Far Ultraviolet Camera (FAR UV) Experiment subsystem, command and data handling subsystem, command and
telemetry units, and data tape recorders. AFP-675 is a unique

• Horizon Ultraviolet Program (HUP) demonstration of the ability to command, control, and evaluate a
system of experiments without ground commands or telemetry

• Quadrupole Ion Neutral Mass Spectrometer (QINMS) data. Voice will be included on this mission for communication
between the crew and the ground to discuss the experiments.

• Uniformly Redundant Array (URA)
The pallet and its instruments are operated by the flight crew

EXPERIMENT SUPPORT SYSTEM (ESS) PALLET via input to a computer called the command and monitor panel
(CMP) located in the orbiter crew cabin aft flight deck payload

The experiments are integrated into a non-deployable station. The CMP issues all commands to, monitors the health of,
experiment support system (ESS) pallet and will remain within the and receives data from the payload. The NASA mission specialist
payload bay throughout the mission. The pallet provides the (MS) operates the payload element from the CMP using



procedures developed prior to the flight. A backup or spare CMP operates in the infrared portion of the electromagnetic spectrum
is located in the aft flight deck in the event the primary CMP and is designed to observe the Earth's atmospheric limb and
requires changeout, auroras. The primary objective is to obtain simultaneous spectral

and spatial measurements of infrared atmospheric emissions over
The C1RRIS-IA and FAR UV experiment sensors are gimbaled an altitude range of 30 to 300 km.

so that they can rotate in pitch (forward and aft) and in roll (left

and right). The gimbal movements of both experiments are Data from this mission should help answer questions regarding
controlled by inputs from the mission specialists using manual the optimum atmospheric windows for detecting cold body
pointing controllers (MPCs). In addition, the CIRRIS-IA targets,.the background radiance levels in various regions, the
experiment gimbal can be controlled by preprogrammed spatial structure (clutter) of the background, and the variability of
commands originating from the CMP. There is an MPC for each Earth limbemissions during day/night airglow and auroral events.
of the two gimbaled experiments and a separate connector on the CIRRIS-IA will provide the first comprehensive infrared global
face of the CMP for each of them. The CIRRIS-IA and FAR UV data base for the development of next-generation sensor systems.
experiments contain low light level television cameras with their
images displayed on the orbiter closed-circuit television monitors. One of the primary mission objectives is to measure the
The mission specialists will use these images when using the spectral and spatial characteristics of auroral emissions. Aurora
MPCs to point the experiments at specific targets. These images are created by solar activity. When a solar flare, sun spot, or
can also be recorded on the orbiter video recorders or downlinked coronal hole occurs within a particular area of the sun's disk, an
to the POCC. increased number of energetic particles are directed toward the

Earth. As the solar wind accelerates with the Earth's

ESS tape recorders will record data throughout the flight, magnetosphere, a generator effect is produced, accelerating 30
AFP-675 is essentially an autonomous payload with all electrons down the Earth's magnetic field lines. As these electrons
commanding performed on board and all science data stored on impinge upon the Earth's atmosphere, oxygen and nitrogen are
the pallet tape recorders for postflight processing and evaluation, excited and ionized, producing aurorae. Aurorae emit visible,

ultraviolet, infrared, and radio frequencies. Because the electrons
AFP-675 is sponsored by the U.S. Air Force Systems precipitate down the geomagnetic field lines, aurorae are produced

Command's Space Systems Division. It is managed by the Space in an ok,al-shaped zone roughly centered around the magnetic pole
Test and Transportation Directorate of the U.S. Air Force Space regions of the north and south pole. The shape and size of the oval
Systems Division, Los Angeles Air Force Base, Calif. Lockheed are dependent upon the intensity of the solar wind. The intensity
Missiles and Space Company, Sunnyvale, Calif., developed the of the aurora within the oval is variable.
ESS pallet and CMP system, and is under contract to SSD for the
integration of the experiments onto the ESS pallet and for the The two primary indicators for predicting when an active
integration of the AFP-675 with the shuttle. Experiments are aurora might appear are solar activity and geomagnetic
sponsored by the Phillips Laboratory's Geophysics Directorate, disturbance. These events will both be monitored during the
the Naval Research Laboratory, and the Los Alamos National mission. The pre-midnight/midnight sector of the Northern and
Laboratory. Southern auroral oval is expected to exhibit the most intense

infrared emissions and is therefore of particular interest. An
CIRRIS-IA auroral watch will be maintained by a network of ground

personnel to monitor the level of auroral activity. In the event of
Cryogenic Infrared Radiance Instrumentation for Shuttle is the an intense auroral display, this team would alert the orbiter crew

primary experiment on the AFP-675 payload. The experiment of the location and intensity of the aurora.



C1RR1S-IA consists of eight sensors: an interferometer, The two LLLTVs (one with a wide field of view and the other
radiometer, two photometers, two low light level TVs (LLLTV), a with a narrow field of view) aid the crew in real-time pointing of
celestial aspect sensor, and a horizon sensor. These sensors are CIRRIS-IA using the manual pointing controller (MPC) on the
mounted to a two-axis gimbaling platform that is attached to the CMP. The LLLTV image will be displayed on one of the three
ESS. The instrument can gimbal 28 degrees forward, 9 degrees closed circuit TVs in the aft flight deck of the orbiter and will be
aft, and plus or minus 41 degrees side-to-side. Telemetry will be recorded on an onboard videotape recorder.
recorded on CIRRIS-IA dedicated tape and video recorders
located on the ESS. The experiment is designed to be operated by The celestial aspect sensor is a 16mm camera, oriented 45
the orbiter crew from a command panel in the aft flight deck. degrees from CIRRIS-IA centerline field of view. This orientation

enables the sensor to record starfields for postflight determination
The inlerferometer and radiometer are the primary sensors for of the precise direction that the main sensors were pointing.

CIRRIS-IA. The interferometer will be used to locate spectral
windows, while the radiometer will serve to measure the spatial The horizon sensor detects 15-micron emissions from the
structure (clutter) of the background. Both are contained in a Earth's 40 km height carbon dioxide layer. This layer serves as a
cryogenically cooled (liquid helium) housing and share common reference to sense pitch and roll data to the crew. In addition, this
collecting optics. The two photometers support the main sensors information is provided to the CIRRIS-IA gimbal controller,
by detecting radiation at two independent levels. One photometer which maintains a constant pitch angle with respect to the horizon.
acts as an airglow and aurora monitor; the other acts as an aurora
monitor as well, but also provides quick diagnosis for atmospheric Gravity gradient is the primary attitude for CIRRIS-IA data
energy disposition. Both photometers incorporate sun sensors to collection. It is the only attitude the orbiter can maintain without
warn the mission specialist via a CMP alarm that the sun is within the use of the reaction control system, which produces 31
20 degrees halfcone of CIRRIS-lA line-of-sight (LOS). unacceptable contaminates.

Photometers(2) CtyooenicHeatExchanger CIRRIS-IA is sponsored by the SDIO. Phillips Laboratory's

HmizonSens0r......___[/ SupplyLinesandFittiags Geophysics Directorate, Hanscom Air Force Base, Mass., is

SunSens0,s(2J_._x, --/'/_///vnc 10nGauge responsible for the program. The sensor prime contractor is the
Cover_,'_7///_,X_ \//x x / .Envi,0nmentally Space Dynamics Laboratory of Utah State University, Logan,

Video _,_V'J "_).j=..."_/\ ,/C0nt,0,,edEncl0su,e Utah. Major subcontractors include Space Data Corp., Sensor
Cameras(21.b-'''_ x_ _ _.../_X_ /Outer Girnba, System Group, and Boston College.

Celestial e_/_%%_ _ /] _ "_ _ _ fltive/SrakeModule

_i ."/'-----_----- FAR UV EXPERIMENT

• _,__f,_._'_'_ Tape,co=de, The Far Ultraviolet experiment is a camera system thai
"1_-'--"_ ./,_Elect,onics observes natural and man-made emission phenomena in near-
,_._ u.itl2) Earth space in the far ultraviolet spectrum (1050-1600 and 1230-

' /_ Recorder 2000 angstrom wavelength ranges). Phenomena to be observed
CryogenMonilofandControl ElectricalOewalTapeRecorder_ include day and night airglow, auroras, and the ultraviolet

Interface Transportllnits emissions associated with the environment around the shuttle

(OMS/PRCS thruster plumes and surface glow effects).
CIRRIS-1A Experiment Configuration Secondary interests are shuttle contamination effects such as fuel



cell purges, flash evaporator events, and water dumps. The TV monitor to determine where the camera is pointing as he
experiment will also make observations of interplanetary and moves the camera into position. Images can be taken either by
interstellar media, stars, extragalactic objects, effects of chemical programmed sequences executed from the CMP or by manual

deposition, and atmospheric density measurements by stellar inputs from the MPCs. The low light level TV can be used to
occulations, assist the crew in real-time pointing verification of the FAR UV.

The instrument also has a stabilization system for long exposures

The FAR UV experiment consists of two electrographic on celestial objects. It weighs approximately 550 pounds.
Schmidt cameras and a low light level TV camera mounted on a
two-axis gimbaling platform that is attached to the ESS pallet. The The FAR UV experiment is sponsored by the Naval Research
instrument can gimbal plus or minus 80 degrees forward-and-aft, Laboratory in Washington, D.C.
and plus or minus 22 degrees side-to-side, allowing pointing of
FAR UV to be somewhat independent of orbiter attitude. Each HUP
FAR UV imaging camera has a film transport loaded with 150
feet of film, which can yield up to 900 frames for photography. The Horizon Ultraviolet Program is a spectrometer sensor
The experiment is commanded by a crew member who views the designed to measure the spatial and spectral characteristics of the

Earth's horizon as observed in the ultraviolet wavelength region.

-- _ __t HoPwill measure the atm°spheric radiance as afuncti°n°f

_ gam_ata_ 1_] tangent altitude. The radiance is due to solar scattering, airglow,

and auroral excitation. Mission objectives include observations of

aurora, the Earth limb, and background clutter. Shuttle 32
- contamination will also be analyzed. Horizon limb profiles are

necessary to develop attitude sensors for spacecraft and to obtain
atmospheric background data for above-the-horizon missile
detection techniques.

I .a
The HUP spectrometer sensor is mounted on a single-axis

Stabilization Acr0ss-BayView L0w-LightLevel TopView gimbaling platform and attached to the ESS. The experiment can
System TVCamera (LessTVCamera) gimbal 20 degrees from the orbiter Z-axis toward the nose. The

field of view can be varied from local horizontal to a few degrees

__//.._ _ below the hard Earth horizon. The sensor can be operated in fixed

// pointing or scanning mode. Unlike the infrared instruments aboard
STS-39, the HUP ultraviolet sensor does not require cooling. The
experiment will run continuously during the mission and will be
controlled by a mission, specialist via the CMP, which will display
health and status telemetry. All HUP data will be recorded on the
ESS tape recorders in the payload bay. The instrument weighs less
than 40 pounds.

Along-BayView To prevent damage from the sun, a solar protection sensor
closes the spectrometer shutter when the sun is within 3 degrees of

FAR UVlnstrument the line of sight. The spectrometer then automatically starts a



["] MountingPlate P0 n The QINMS experiment consists of a mass spectrometer andwer

II II"e'ractah'ecave'
toProtect_ the ESS pallet and does not gimbal. QINMS will collect data

Optics its electronics package. The 28-pound instrument is mounted to

Telescope t "--'"-_'_ continuously throughout the flight. Operations are controlled by a

_ Pivot IIJ-J---_.-i unshade mission specialist via the CMP.o
_-_0 Horizon The QINMS experiment is sponsored by the Phillips

"_'N N / / ":-.. Scanaaage Laboratory's Geophysics Directorate, Hanscom Air Force Base,
-_ _ ]'Z,_,-,_N_ LatchingMechanism. Mass.

". /_'__ / _Drive Mechanism U_A

_.__ The Uniformly Redundant Array is an experiment designed to

AngleScan
DriveMotor demonstrate the capabilities of X-ray coded aperture imaging

ElectronicsBoxes Mountin9Bracket -_ technology for studying astrophysical sources of X-ray radiation.Unlike low-energy X-ray imaging systems that use nested mirrors,

Microprocessor Motor

CoverActuatin0 / Logic

Mass Mechal' / Box

HUPlnstrument Spectrometer .t.je/ _5 - 33
calibration cycle, and resumes data taking when the sun is no
longer in the field of view. -ES.

The HUP experiment is sponsored by the Phillips Laboratory's 10 -
Geophysics Directorate at Hanscom Air Force Base, Mass.

Scale

QINMS _ _ Inches

The Quadrupole Ion Neutral Mass Spectrometer is designed to )_5-
measure gaseous contamination in and around the orbiter. The _ I
primary objective of the Q1NMS experiment is to support the
CIRRIS-1A experiment by measuring the amount and nature of

contamination in the orbiter environment, particularly M0ontin0
concentrations of water. The CIRRIS-IA experiment will not be Flanges 0-
operated until contamination levels are low. Additional data will
be collected while passing through the auroral zone and polar Mass
latitude. Levels of hydrogen, oxygen, water vapor, and other gases Spectrometer
will be measured. The experiment will also be used to determine
the constraints of using the orbiter for future optical observations. QINMSExperiment Configuration



the URA experiment uses an aperture plate containing 26,534 energy of each X-ray, which is stored on the ESS tape recorders.
hexagonal pinholes to collect the X-ray photons. Postflight data The aspect camera will photograph the star field being targeted.
processing is used to obtain an image. Objects will be selected to The assembly is mounted to the ESS pallet and does not gimbal.
test the capability of the URA to image point sources, complex The URA experiment will observe objects over the starboard wing
collections of point sources, and extended objects. The URA of the orbiter. The URA experiment will be controlled by a
experiment will observe astronomical X-ray sources in both a mission specialist via the CMP.
staring mode at specific targets (such as the center of the galaxy)
and slow scans for wide field imaging. The URA must not only detect X-rays of interest but must also

suppress detection of particles that are present as background. The
The URA experiment consists of a detector, an electronics backgrounds of concern are mainly cosmic rays (relativistic

package, and a 35mm celestial aspect camera. X-rays from a protons and alpha particles)and charged particles (electrons above
source form an image though each of the pinholes. The detector a 50 keV energy) trapped within the Earth's magnetic field.
system senses these images by determining the location and Because such particles penetrate the detector walls or window, the

backgrounds are rejected by anticoincidence, second moment, and
rise time discrimination techniques.

The extended charge distribution from an energetic charged
particle, as opposed to an X-ray photon, produces a slower
amplifier pulse, because it is collected over a finite period of time.
Rise time discrimination is thus an independent means of
background rejection. 34

Despite the background rejection provisions, URA will not
operate usefully at high levels of background. Cosmic ray
background is less at low latitude and altitude because of the
shielding effect of the Earth's magnetic field. X-ray experiments
are not successful in high background regions, which are found at
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high ahitude, and high magnetic latitude, and in the South Atlantic The URA experiment is sponsored by the Department of
Anomaly. Low altitude, low latitude will increase the success of Energy and the Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos,
the URA observations. New Mexico.
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SPACE TEST PAYLOAD 1

The Space Test Payload (STP)-I is a complex secondary band Channel 2. Uplink commands are via the payload signal
payload sponsored by the U.S. Air Force Space Systems Division. processor. The crew switch panel is used for carrier activation and
It consists of a collection of experiments designed to collect deactivation.
ultraviolet, infrared, zero-gravity, and data management
information. Phenomena to be observed include the Earth's Seventeen additional Hitchhiker payloads are currently

airglow and limb, liquid feed and collection systems, and manifested.
electronic data. It is housed in Discovery's payload bay.

The STP-i payload is a standard hitchhiker-M across-the-bay
As a secondary payload, STP-I may not interfere with the two carrier structure consisting of an MPESS, avionics, and Get-Away

primary STS-39 payloads. Only a short portion of dedicated time Special (GAS) experiment canisters. It weighs approximately
is allocated to the payload, and at other times the experiments are 4,100 pounds.
conducted on a non-interference basis. The crew will power-or.
the payload once the shuttle is in orbit. STP-I will then be STP-l is composed of five separate experiments:
controlled and operated from the ground by the Goddard Space
Flight Center Payload Operations Control Center. The control • Ultraviolet Limb Imaging Experiment (UVLIM)--UVLIM
centers for the two primary payloads are located at JSC. There will study the composition of the upper atmosphere
will be constant coordination between the control centers during 37

the flight to execute the mission and to replan should the need SKIRT{GLOS) APM(Z-axis)
arise.

ALFE

NASAs Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md., is
responsible for integration of STP-1 flight hardware, production of (X-axis)
flight and ground safety packages, and performance of all
integrated systems testing. VLIM(Camera)

Hitchhiker
Carrier

The Hitchhiker carrier consists of a multipurpose experiment Avionics

support structure (MPESS) with STP-i unique mounting hardware SKIRT Forward
that provides for the attachment of standard mounting plates or
canisters. The canisters can be equipped with commandable /
pressure doors or sealed with an internal atmosphere. A carrier UVLIM
avionics unit provides standard command, data, timing, and power 0SE
interfaces for up to six instruments.

The carrier systems generate data at 8 kb/s for transmission via
the payload data interleaver, and 2 mb/s for transmission via Ku- STP-I Configuration



• Advanced Liquid Feed Experiment (ALFE)--ALFE will

_ evaluate advanced propellant management systems

• Spacecraft Kinetic Infrared Test (SKIRT)--SKIRT will
collect infrared, ultraviolet, and visible data on the shuttle

atomic oxygen glow effect

• Data System Experiment (DSE)--DSE will test advanced
data management concepts

• Ascent Particle Monitor (APM)--APM will collect particles

to study particulate contamination in the shuttle payload bay

UVLIM

The objective of the Ultraviolet Limb Imaging experiment is to
measure the vertical and geographic distribution of the ultraviolet

airglow in the wavelength region from 575 to 1900 angstroms.
These measurements will be used to determine the daily and

seasonal variation of the composition of the ionosphere and 38
neutral atmosphere between the altitudes of 100 and 500
kilometers.

The UVLIM experiment requires a five-cubic-foot gas canister
with a motorized, commandable door, and a mounting plate to

house a 35ram celestial aspect camera. The camera, which will be
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aligned with the experiment aperture plate, will take visible-light data. A color TV camera observes tank and sight glasses to
pictures of stars or other objects near the spectrometer field of determine liquid location and bubble content of pumped fluid.
view, providing simultaneous data that will be correlated with Instrumentation includes a videotape recorder; and pressure,
postflight data to aid in dataanalysis, temperature, and flow sensors. The module will provide

experiment command and control, as well as the communication
The experiment uses an extreme ultraviolet imaging link to transfer experiment telemetry and video signals to the

spectrometer with a two-dimensional detector to make images of ground-based operator located at Goddard Space Flight Center.
the horizon from the airglow emissions that characterize the
composition of the ionosphere. The far ultraviolet spectrometer The second module is the self-contained fluid system module.
measures emissions indicative of the temperature and composition It contains two test tanks; an electronic pressure regulator;
of the neutral atmosphere, ultrasonic liquid gaging system; and associated instrumentation,

pumps, valves, and Freon 113 fluid. The test tanks are made of
The investigator for UVL1M is the Naval Research Laboratory, plexiglass and are scaled to one-quarter scale of the actual system.

Washington, D.C. Internally, each tank is fitted with a liquid acquisition device for
liquid position monitoring in the low-gravity environment of

ALFE space, and a screen device to preclude ingestion of gas bubbles
into the lines. During the experiment, various quantities of fluid

The Advanced Liquid Feed Experiment is designed to evaluate will be transferred between these two tanks to Simulate a
the performance of key components of an advanced spacecraft hypothetical resupply scenario in space.

propulsion system designed and built by McDonnell Douglas 39
Astronautics Company under contract to the Phillips Laboratory's The electronic pressure regulator, built by Parker Hannifin,
Astronautics Directorate of the U.S. Air Force Systems lrvine, Calif., will control the pressure of the test tank during
Command. The experiment will provide the first space flight flight. It has a unique capability to provide a smooth ramp-up of
demonstration of an electronic pressure regulator and series of tank pressure when commanded in contrast with the typical burst
ultrasonic propellant level and flow sensing systems. These disk system. The regulator also has the capability to control the
components will provide the capability to remotely and downstream pressure to different pressure settings. This will
electronically control the pressurization schedule of spacecraft enable better management of the limited quantity of the precious
propellant tanks, accurately gauge available on-board propellants, pressurant gas carried by the spacecraft.
and reliably track propellant usage throughout the mission. In
addition, the experiment will also demonstrate the capability to The ultrasonic liquid gaging system, supplied by Panametrics,
integrate all storable propellant on-board spacecraft by Waltham, Mass., will provide an advanced approach to measure
transferring attitude control system propellants into main engine and track liquid propellant usage. The system consists of a group
tanks, and vice versa, of six ultrasonic point sensors and an ultrasonic flowcell. The

point sensors, using the pulse-echo effect, measure the time delays
ALFE consists of two hardware modules weighing for the ultrasonic pulses and their echoes to transit through the

approximately 250 pounds each. The experiments are housed in fluid to the gas-liquid interface. From these time measurements,
pressurized hitchhiker canisters. The first module is an electronic the amount of the liquid contained within the tank can be
package that will function as the remote test conductor aboard the calculated. Using a similar approach, the ultrasonic flowcell
space shuttle. It contains an on-board computer and associated measures the time delay between two simultaneous ultrasonic
electronics necessary for performing the experiment and recording pulses along a fluid line to calculate the propellant flow.



On orbit, the ALFE on-board computer will accept commands atmosphere to produce the glow, which is then observed by the
from the ground-based operator at GSFC and will configure the spectrometer. CVF weighs approximately 150 pounds with
payload for the desired test sequence. An internal wide-angle cryogen.
television camera will record the fluid settling characteristics
under various acceleration loads. Experiment data will be stored The investigating organization for SKIRT is Phillips
on-board in the electronic module and also transmitted to the Laboratory's Geophysics Directorate, Hanscom Air Force Base,

ground-based operator. The results will be used to further update Mass.
the design of advanced spacecraft feed systems in an effort to
bring the next generation of spacecraft one step closer to DSE
autonomous operation and longer life.

The objective of the Data System Experiment is to evaluate the
The investigating organization for ALFE is Phillips performance of an advanced M1LVAX computer and an erasable

Laboratory's Astronautics Directorate, Edwards Air Force Base, optical disk in a zero-gravity environment. DSE also consists of
Calif. associated simulators and interfaces. The simulators will generate

data to be used to exercise the computer and optical disk. The

SKIRT optical disk system consists of an erasable optical disk drive unit
and a removable cartridge media. Both are designed for reliable

The objective of the SKIRT experiment is to obtain infrared use under a variety of environmental conditions. DSE will be
spectral measurements of the shuttle glow at a resolution and operated by ground command.

sensitivity that will allow identification of the chemical species 40
associated with this phenomenon. Since the shuttle glow effect is The investigating organization for DSE is NASA GSFC.
thought to be caused by the impact of atomic oxygen on the
orbiter surfaces, it is only necessary that surfaces near the SKIRT APM
field-of-view be exposed to the velocity vector at various times
during the mission. The Ascent Particle Monitor is an automatic system mounted

in the orbiter payload bay to measure particle detachment, fallout,
The Spacecraft Kinetic Infrared Test payload consists of two transportability, and deposition during the immediate prelaunch

separate and independent components: Gaseous Luminosity of period and ascent. It will determine the influence of initial
Optical Surface (GLOS) and Circular Variable Filter (CVF). cleanliness of the ascent environment. The payload consists of a
GLOS consists of six infrared, visible, and ultraviolet radiometers small box with a fixed door and a moving door mounted in a

mounted on a plate and combined into one package weighing clamshell arrangement atop an aluminum housing. Each door
approximately 50 pounds. The photometers have windows on contains six sample coupons. The door is closed preflight to
which glow will be measured. The field of view is 2 by 2 degrees protect the coupons from the environment. It is opened after
in the Z direction. CVF is a solid nitrogen-cooled infrared ground operations are completed and the payload bay doors are

spectrometer/radiometer mounted in a sealed hitchhiker canister about to be closed in preparation for launch. A motor/gearbox
with an aperture in the top plate. A motor-driven cover is assembly, two battery packs, and launch detection and door
commanded open and closed on-orbit to cover the aperture as opening circuitry are contained within an aluminum housing. The
needed. A "glow plate" is attached to the top of the canister near electric motor is used to open and close the door so that particles
the field of view, which is 4 by 4 degrees in the Z direction. The can be collected at specific times during shuttle ascent. An

glow plate provides a surface for impingement of the residual internal timing circuit set prior to installation of the APM into the



orbiter payload bay controls the door movement. The timer circuit properties of the surfaces on which they are deposited and on the
is acoustically actuated by orbiter main engine start, optical degradation of the environment into which they may

escape. Some of the effects of particles on surfaces and in the

The concept of the APM experiment evolved as a direct environment are physical obscuration of the surface, scattering of
response to concerns by the spacecraft community about the radiation which changes the transmitting or reflecting properties,
fallout of particles in the shuttle payload bay during the ascent increased diffuse reflection of the surface, and emission of
portion of flight. Paniculate contaminants on shuttle bay surfaces radiation by the particles, which may be detrimental to certain
and on surfaces of payloads in the bay may be released during sensors.
launch and ascent by vibroacoustic, gravitational, and
aerodynamic forces. These particles can be deposited on surfaces The first APM flew on the STS-28 mission and the flight
from which they were released or on other surfaces depending on coupons were analyzed in the Materials Science Laboratory of
location acceleration, and velocity vectors with respect to such The Aerospace Corp., Los Angeles, Calif. Various analytical
surfaces, techniques were used to evaluate the contaminants, including

optical and scanning electron microscopy, infrared spectroscopy,

Many analytical models of particle redistribution have been and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. The coupons were also
made using assumed ascent forces during launch, but most models examined at NASA GSFC using bidirectional reflectance
are based on uniform redistribution of particles. Insufficient distribution function scatter measurements. The APM also flew on
experiment data exist on particle fallout and deposition during STS-31 and on STS-37.
shuttle ascent to verify current models. The understanding of
panicle redistribution on surfaces and releases of panicles into the The investigating organization for the APM is the U.S. Air 41
field of view of instruments incorporating critical sensors is Force Space Systems Division's Operating Location Detachment,
important in view of the influence the panicles may have on the Houston, Texas.



MULTI-PURPOSE EXPERIMENT CANISTER

The Multi-Purpose Experiment Canister (MPEC) carries a
classified payload sponsored by the U.S. Air Force Space Systems

Division. The canister, a modified Get-Away Special (GAS) GAS
container, is mounted on a beam attached to the starboard Beam

sidewall of Discovery's Cargo Bay 6. The canister includes a
9-inch extension containing an ejection kit, electronics, and a fuli-
dialneter motorized door assembly, fl_aekets

The experiment is scheduled to be deployed from the cargo
bay on the final day of the mission, although deployment can

occur earlier on a contingency basis. The crew provides power to
the MPEC canister via _he Standard Switch Panel located in the

crew compartment. The crew will send a command to open the

canister door. After verifying that the door is open, the crew will

arm the ejection mechanism and send the deployment command. J I

The experiment is ejected with a relative velocity of /_,, _
approximately 2.7 ft/sec by a spring mechanism. After ejection, //'/
the canister door will be closed and power removed from the 43
canister.

Outof
Bay

Aft

CableEgress

MPEC Payload Configuration
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CLOUD LOGIC TO OPTIMIZE USE OF DEFENSE SYSTEMS IA

Cloud Logic to Optimize Use of Defense Syslems I_ __
(CLOUDS)-IA is a DOD-sponsored payload whose objective is to ,_5 =_
obtain photographic sequences of cloud fields over various ground -- __

sites (targets of opportunity) to provide a moreefficientofrelevant cloud _I _
assessment characteristics that impact DOD
systems. The variation in apparent cloud cover as a function of the
angle at which clouds of various types are viewed will be

Cloud types of particular interest include middle- and upper-
layer atmosphere broken cirrus cloud fields and lower- and
middle-layer atmosphere broken cumulus cloud fields exhibiting a
vertical structure. .-,--------- 5.88 in. _

The CLOUDS-IA experiment is stowed in a middeck locker __)__ [_=_I _

and consists of a Nikon F3/T 35mm camera assembly with
105mm f/2.5 lens, data recording system, motor drive, and
infrared filter. Ten packs of 36-exposure Kodacolor Gold lO0 film 5.8_in. _ 45
will be used during the flight. All photographic operations will be 5.2_i,. _-:

performed by the crew members. [ _

CLOUDS-IA Camera Configuration



RADIATION MONITORING EQUIPMENT III

The Radiation Monitoring Equipment (RME)-III will measure replaced. It will be activated as soon as possible following orbit
and record the crew's exposure to ionizing radiation (gamma ray, insertion and will be programmed to operate throughout the entire
neutron, and proton radiation) in Discovery's crew compartment, mission. A crew member will be required only to enter the correct
RME-III measures gamma ray, electron, neutron, and proton Mission Elapsed Time (MET) upon activation and to change the
radiation and calculates in real-time exposure in RADS-tissue memory module every two days. All data stored in the memory
equivalent. It consists of a hand-held instrument with replaceable modules will be analyzed upon return.
memory modules. The equipment contains a liquid crystal display
for real-time data presentation and a keyboard for controlling its RME-III, which has flown on STS-31, STS-41, and STS-37, is
functions. The experiment is self-contained with four zinc-air and the current configuration, replacing the earlier RME-I and RME-
five AA batteries in each memory module and two zinc-air I1 units. The Department of Defense, in cooperation with NASA,
batteries in the main module, sponsors the data gathering instrument.

RME-II1 will be stored in a middeck locker during flight except
for when it is turned on and when memory modules are being

47



DEVELOPMENT TEST OBJECTIVES

ENTRY AERODYNAMIC CONTROL SURFACES TEST, DESCENT COMPARTMENT VENTING EVALUATION.

PART 7 (performed only if reaction control system propellant is The purpose of this DTO is to expand the data base to verify vent
available). The purpose of the DTO is to perform a series of models.
programmed test input maneuvers and one manual body flap
maneuver during the entry and TAEM phases to obtain ENTRY STRUCTURAL CAPABILITY. This DTO will
aerodynamic response data. This data will be used to evaluate the collect data to expand the data base of flight loads during entry.
effectiveness of various aerodynamic control surfaces.

VIBRATION AND ACOUSTIC EVALUATION. This DTO is
ASCENT STRUCTURAL CAPABILITY EVALUATION. for the collection of data to expand the data base vibration and

The purpose of this DTO is to collect data only to expand the data acoustic data during ascent.
base of ascent dynamics for various weights.

• Hot nosewb.ee! steering runway evaluation
ASCENT COMPARTMENT VENTING EVALUATION.

This DTO is intended solely to collect data to expand the data ° Carbon brake systems test, condition 3
base to verify vent models.

• Crosswind landing performance
49



DETAILED SUPPLEMENTARY OBJECTIVES

IN-FLIGltT AEROBIC EXERCISE. This objective investi- tions, payload deployment/retrieval and operations, Earth views,

gates the effects of regular aerobic exercise on the maintenance of rendezvous and proximity operations. Telecasts are planned for
aerobic power and economy. Daily aerobic exercise should inhibit communication periods with seven or more minutes of uninter-
the decrease in cardiac dimensions observed during space flight, rupted viewing time. The broadcasts are accompanied with opera-
improve orthostatic tolerance, and minimize postflight aerobic tional air-to-ground and/or operational intercom audio. VTR
capacity loss. recording may be used when live television is not possible.

BLOOD PRESSURE VARIABILITY DURING SPACE DOCUMENTARY MOTION PICTURE
FLIGHT. This objective will determine whether arterial blood PHOTOGRAPHY. This objective provides documentary and
pressure and heart rate exhibit less variability in a microgravity public affairs motion picture photography of the orbiter's basic
environment than on Earth, and if variability in blood pressure can capabilities and key flight objectives. Documentation will include
be correlated to any baroflex attenuation measured postflight, launch, crew activities, payload deployment_ landing, and

unscheduled activities of special interest.
ORTHOSTATIC FUNCTION DURING ENTRY,

LANDING, AND EGRESS. This objective will document the DOCUMENTARY STILL PHOTOGRAPHY. This objec-
orthostatic function of crew members during entry, landing, and tive provides still photography of crew activities, orbiter opera-

egress to assess the need for additional countermeasures in the tions, payload deployment/retrieval and operation, Earth views, 51
event of an emergency egress, and unscheduled items of interest.

VISUAL-VESTIBULAR INTEGRATION AS A • Variations in supin and standing heart rate, blood pressure, and
FUNCTION OF ADAPTATION. This objective investigates cardiac size as a function of space flight duration and time
visual vestibular and perceptual adaptive responses to determine postflight
the operational impacts of longer missions on performance during
entry, landing, and egress. • Changes in baroreceptor reflex function

EFFECTS OF SPACE FLIGHT ON AEROBIC AND • Postural equilibrium control during entry, landing, and egress
ANAEROBIC METABOLISM DURING REST AND
EXERCISE: THE ROLE OF BODY COMPOSITION. This • Lower body negative pressure following space flight

objective quantifies the changes in aerobic and anaerobic
metabolism and relates those changes to alterations in total body ° Changes in the endocrine regulation of orthostatic tolerance
water, dry lean tissue, fat mass, and fluid volume intake during following space flight
space flight. The data obtained will be used to develop nutrition,
fluid, and exercise countermeasures tbr extended missions.

DOCUMENTARY TELEVISION. This objective provides
live television or VTR dumps of crew activities, orbiter opera-
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MISSION OVERVIEW

This is the 12th flight of Discoveryand the 40th for the space shuttle.

The flight crew for the STS-39 mission consistsof commanderMichael (Mike) L.
Coats; pilot L. Blaine Hammond, Jr.; and mission specialistsGuion (Guy) S.
Bluford, Jr.; Gregory (Greg)J. Harbaugh;Richard (Rick)J. Hieb; Donald (Don)
R. McMonagle;and Charles L. (Lacy)Veach.

STS-39 is the eighth dedicatedDepartmentof Defense (DOD) shuttlemission,
and is the first such mission to be unclassified. STS-39's primarymission
objective is to collect infrared,visible,ultraviolet,and X-ray data on
orbiter plumes (orbitalmaneuveringsystem and reaction control system),the
Earth background (aurora,Earth limb, airglow),chemicaland gas releases,the
orbiter environment,and celestialobjects (stars,nebulae, galaxies,etc.).
The mission is expectedto provide valuabledata essentialto the design and
developmentof StrategicDefenseInitiative (SDI) systems.

The most complex shuttlemission to date, STS-39 showcasesa wide variety of
f shuttle capabilities,encompassingrendezvous,multiple translational

maneuvers, extended stationkeeping,and deploymentand retrievalof a
satellite. The mission involveschallengingcoordinationtasks involving
precisionorbiter maneuvers/payloadspacecraftcommandingand observation
sequences,multibodymanagement,and a crew intensivetimeline. Challenging
new techniqueswill be employed to maximizedata gathering. At times,
Discovery'sentire crew of seven astronautswill be required to work in
careful coordinationon the flight deck, synchronizingorbiterand Shuttle
Pallet Satellite (SPAS)-IImaneuversand documentingkey events. In all,
approximately36 hours of detachedrendezvousand proximityoperationsare
scheduled.

STS-39 consistsof two primary payloads:the InfraredBackgroundSignature
Survey (IBSS),and Air Force Program (AFP)-675. Secondarypayloads include
the Space Test Payload (STP)-I,Multi-PurposeExperimentCanister (MPEC),and
two middeck experiments:Cloud Logic To Optimize Use of DefenseSystems
(CLOUDS)-IA,and RadiationMonitoringEquipment (RME)-III. IBSS and AFP-675
observationsare scheduledthroughoutthe mission. STP-I and MPEC both have a'
small amount of dedicatedtime on the last day of the mission.

IBSS is a Strategic Defense InitiativeOrganization(SDIO)-sponsored
experimentdesigned to collect infrared,ultraviolet,and visible data for use
in the developmentof ballisticmissile defense sensor systems. Phenomenato
be observed includeorbital maneuveringsystem (OMS) and primary reaction
control system (PRCS) engine firing exhaust plumes,the orbiter environment,
the Earth and its backgrounds,chemicalsand gases released into space, and
celestialcalibrationsources.
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The IBSS payload is composed of three separatehardwareelements: the Shuttle
Pallet Satellite (SPAS)-II,the Critical IonizationVelocity (CIV) package,
and the ChemicalRelease Observation(CRO) package.

The deployableSPAS-IIplatform incorporatesa cryogenicallycooled infrared
sensor,an ultravioletmultispectralsensor, pressuregauge, and two low light
level televisioncameras. FollowingSPAS-IIdeploymentfrom the orbiter, the
SPAS-II IBSS sensorswill observe orbiterattitude control rocket plumes,
providingspatialand temporal plume phenomenologydata that will be used to
design SDI sensorsand seekers. The orbiterwill be maneuveredrepeatedlyfor
the SPAS-II experiments. SPAS-IIcan be commandedby the orbitercrew or by
the ground.

The Critical IonizationVelocity (CIV) and Chemical Release Observation(CRO)
subexperimentsare mounted in the payloadbay. The CIV experiment is composed
of four separate gas canisters,each containinga differentgas. The
canistersremain in the orbiter payloadbay and release gases upon command.
The gases will be observed by SPAS-IIwhile it is deployed and on the RMS, as
well as by the CIV monitor packagemounted in the payloadbay as part of the
CIV payload element. CIV is intendedto provide on-orbit spectraldata to
examine a theory that many neutral gaseousmolecules, includingrocket
combustionproducts,will be ionizedwhen they travel througha magnetized
plasma at velocitiessuch that their kineticenergy exceeds their ionization
potential. If this theory is correct,such ionizationwill provideadditional
observableson objects of interest. The three CRO subsatellitesare deployed
and their chemicalsreleased later via ground commands. Two deployed and one
RMS SPAS-IICRO observationswill be made. Each subsatelliteis loadedwith a
differentchemical.

The nominal IBSS/SPAS-IIdeploy opportunityis on Orbit 31 with a backup
opportunityon Orbit 32. Nominalretrieve is plannedfor Orbit 56 with a
backup on Orbit 57.

The AFP-675 is a DOD-sponsoredcollectionof experimentsdesigned to measure
background infraredand ultravioletemissions,identifycontaminationin the
orbiterenvironment,and demonstrateX-ray imagingproof of concept.
Phenomenato be observed includethe Earth's limb and airglow, auroras,
celestialobjects, orbiter surface glow, and contaminationevents. Results
are critical to understandinghow an SDI detectionand tracking system will
operate in space.

The five AFP-675 experiments[CryogenicInfraredRadiance Instrumentfor
Shuttle (CIRRIS)-IA;Far UltravioletCamera (FARUV);UniformlyRedundantArray
(URA);Horizon UltravioletProgram (HUP);and Quadrapole Ion NeutralMass
Spectrometer(QINMS)]are mounted on the nondeployableexperimentsupport
structure (ESS) in the payload bay. They are completelycontrolledby a
mission specialistthrough a unique aft flight deck commandand monitor panel.
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STP-I is a collectionof five diverseexperimentsdesigned to collect
ultraviolet,infrared,zero-gravity,and data management data. The Advanced
Liquid Feed Experiment(ALFE)will evaluate the performanceof advanced
propellantmanagementsystems (tanksand liquidcollectionsystems) in
microgravity. The ShuttleKinetic InfraredTest (SKIRT)will collect
infrared,visible,and ultravioletdata on shuttle atomic oxygen glow
effects. The UltravioletLimb Measurement (UVLIM)will investigate
atmosphericcomposition. The Data System Experiment (DSE)will conduct the
first space test of a 2.25-Mipssuper-mini-computerwith an erasable optical
disk data storagesystem. The Ascent ParticleMonitor (APM)will collect
particlesto study contaminationin the shuttlepayload bay. The STP-I
experimentsand their associatedelectronicsand control systemsare mounted
on a Hitchhiker-Macross-the-baycarrier.

MPEC is a DOD-sponsoredclassifiedpayloadhoused in a Get-Away Special (GAS)
canister. The payloadwill be deployedby the crew on the last day of the
mission.

CLOUDS-IAis a DOD-sponsoredmiddeck payload consistingof a 35mm camera
assembledwith a motor drive, data recording system,105mm lens, and infrared
filter. The objectiveof CLOUDS-IAis to photographsequencesof cloud fields
over variousground sites (targetsof opportunity)in order to providea more
efficientassessmentof relevantcloud characteristicsthat impactDOD systems.

The RME-IIIpayload in Discovery'smiddeckmeasures the ionizingradiation
exposure in the orbitercrew compartment. The unit contains a liquidcrystal
display (LCD) for real-timedata display and a keyboard for controllingits
functions.

Nine developmenttest objectives (DTOs)and 13 detailed supplementary
objectives(DSOs) are scheduledto be conducted.

The STS-39 flight crew is divided into a red team and blue team working
12-hourshifts followedby 12 hours off duty. This allows for continuous
payloadoperations24 hours a day. The commander is not assigned to a team
and is free to adjust his hours real-timeas necessary. The red team consists
of pilot L. Blaine Hammond, Jr.; and mission specialistsCharles L. (Lacy)
Veach and RichardJ. Hieb. The blue team consistsof mission specialists
GregoryJ. Harbaugh,Donald R. McMonagle,and Guion S. Bluford, Jr.

Rockwell International,under management of the Air Force Space Systems
Division Space Test and TransportationOffice, is integratingthe entire
STS-39 cargo. As contractorfor the Space Test IntegrationContract (STIC),
Rockwell is responsiblefor support of STS-39 integration,operations,
training, logistics,and communicationsystemsactivitiesat Rockwell'sSpace
Systems Division in Downey,Calif.; NASA JohnsonSpace Center in Houston,
Texas; and the Cape CanaveralAir Force Stationand NASA Kennedy Space Center
in Florida.
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MISSION STATISTICS

Vehicle: Discovery (OV-I03),12th flight

Launch Date/Time:

4/23/91 7:05 a.m., EDT
6:05 a.m., CDT
4:05 a.m., PDT

Launch Site: Kennedy Space Center (KSC),Fla.--LaunchPad 39A

Launch Window: 3 hours, 26 minutes

Mission Duration:8 days, 7 hours, 24 minutes

Landing: Nominalend of mission on Orbit 134

5/l/gl 2:29 p.m., EDT
_- 1:29 p.m., CDT

ll:2g a.m., PDT

Runway: Nominalend-of-missionlandingon concreterunway 22, EdwardsAir
Force Base (EAFB),Calif. Backup:EAFB (lakebed). Weather alternatesare
NorthrupStrip (NOR),White Sands, New Mexico;and KSC.

TransatlanticAbort Landing: Zaragoza,Spain; Alternatesare Moron, Spain; and
Ben Guerir, Morocco

Return to Launch Site: KSC

Abort-Once-Around:NOR

Inclination:57 degrees

Ascent: The ascent profilefor this mission is a direct insertion. Only one
orbitalmaneuveringsystem thrustingmaneuver,referred to as OMS-2, is used
to achieve insertioninto orbit. This direct-insertionprofile lofts the
trajectoryto provide the earliest opportunityfor orbit in the event of a
problemwith a space shuttlemain engine.

The OMS-I thrustingmaneuver after main engine cutoff plus approximately2
minutes is eliminated in this direct-insertionascent profile. The OMS-I
thrustingmaneuver is replaced by a 5 foot-per-secondreaction control system
maneuver to facilitatethe main propulsionsystem propellantdump.

Altitude: 140 nautical miles (161 statutemiles) circular orbit

Space ShuttleMain Engine Thrust Level During Ascent: I04 percent
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Total Lift-offWeight: Approximately4,512,698pounds

OrbiterWeight, IncludingCargo, at Lift-off:Approximately246,986 pounds

PayloadWeight Up: Approximately21,413 pounds

PayloadWeight Down: Approximately20,586 pounds

OrbiterWeight at Landing:Approximately211,577 pounds

Payloads--CargoBay (* denotes primarypayload): InfraredBackgroundSignature
Survey (IBSS)*,Air Force Program (AFP)-675*,Space Test Payload (STP)-I,
Multi-PurposeExperimentCanister (MPEC)

Payloads--Middeck:Cloud Logic to OptimizeUse of DefenseSystems (CLOUDS)-IA,
RadiationMonitoringEquipment (RME)-III

Flight Crew Members:
Commander:Michael L. Coats, third space shuttleflight
Pilot: L. Blaine Hammond, Jr., first space shuttleflight
Mission Specialistl: Gregory J. Harbaugh,first space shuttleflight
Mission Specialist2: Donald R. McMonagle,first space shuttleflight
MissionSpecialist 3: Guion S. Bluford,Jr., second space shuttleflight
Mission Specialist4: CharlesL. (Lacy)Veach, first space shuttleflight
Mission Specialist5: RichardJ. Hieb, first space shuttleflight

Ascent Seating:
Flight deck, front left seat, commanderMichael L. Coats
Flight deck, front right seat, pilot L. Blaine Hammond, Jr.
Flight deck, aft center seat, missionspecialistDonald R. McMonagle
Flight deck, aft right seat, mission specialistGregory J. Harbaugh
Middeck, mission specialistGuion S. Bluford, Jr.
Middeck, mission specialistCharles L. (Lacy)Veach
Middeck, mission specialistRichardJ. Hieb

Entry Seating:
Flight deck, aft center seat, Donald R. McMonagle
Flight deck, aft right seat, Charles L. (Lacy)Veach
Middeck, mission specialistGregoryJ. Harbaugh
Middeck, mission specialistGuion S. Bluford, Jr.
Middeck, mission specialistRichardJ. Hieb

ExtravehicularActivity Crew Members, If Required:
Extravehicular(EV) astronaut-Iis Gregory J. Harbaugh; EV-2 is Donald R.
McMonagle_

IntravehicularAstronaut:Guion S. Bluford, Jr.

Entry: Automaticmode until subsonic,then control-sticksteering
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Notes:

• The flight crew is divided into a red team and blue team working 12-hour
shifts followedby 12 hours off duty. This allows for continuouspayload
operations24 hours a day. The commander is not assignedto a team and is
free to adjust his hours real-timeas necessary•

• The red team consistsof pilot L. Blaine Hammond,Jr.; and mission
specialistsCharlesL. (Lacy)Veach and RichardJ. Hieb. The blue team
consistsof missionspecialistsGregoryJ. Harbaugh,Donald R. McMonagle,
and Guion S. Bluford, Jr.

• The remote manipulatorsystem is installedin Discovery'spayloadbay for
this mission• The galley and the four-tier-bunksleep stations are
installedin Discovery'smiddeck.

• STS-39 marks the Discoverydebut of new, upgraded general-purposecomputers
(IBM AP-IOIS) that are replacingthe existing GPCs aboard the space shuttle
orbiterfleet• The upgradedcomputersallow NASA to incorporatemore
capabilitiesinto the orbitersand apply advancedcomputer technologiesthat
were not availablewhen the orbiterwas first designed• The new computer
design began in January 1984, whereas the older design began in January
1972. The set of five upgraded GPCs, plus a spare, provides2.5 times the
existingmemory capacityand up to three times the existing processorspeed

f with minimum impact on flight software. They are half the size, weigh
approximatelyhalf as much, and require less power to operate• The central
processorunit and the input/outputprocessor,previouslyinstalledas two
separateboxes, are now a single unit.

The new GPCs use the existing shuttle softwarewith only subtlechanges.
However, the increasesin memory and processingspeed allow for future
innovationsin the shuttle'sdata processingsystem.

Althoughthere is no real difference in the way the crew will operatewith
the new computers,the upgrade increasesthe reliabilityand efficiencyin
commandingthe shuttle systems. The predicted"mean time betweenfailures"
(MTBF)for the advanced GPCs is 6,000 hours, and it is hoped to reach lO,O00
hours• The MTBF for the original GPCs is 5,200 hours.

Specifications:

Dimensions:19.55 in. by 7.62 in. by I0.2 in.
Weight:64 lb.
Memory capacity: 262,000words (32-bitseach)
Processingrate: l million instructionsper second
Power requirements:550 watts
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MISSION OBJECTIVES

• PrimaryPayloads
- InfraredBackgroundSignatureSurvey (IBSS)
- Air Force Program (AFP)-675

• SecondaryPayloads
- Space Test Payload (STP)-I
- Multi-PurposeExperimentCanister (MPEC)deploy
- Cloud Logic To Optimize Use of DefenseSystems (CLOUDS)-IA
- RadiationMonitoringEquipment(RME)-III

• DevelopmentTest Objectives(DTOs)/DetailedSupplementaryObjectives(DSOs)
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FLIGHT ACTIVITIESOVERVIEW

Flight Day l

Red Team:
Ku-band antennadeploy
PriorityGroup B powerdown
RMS powerupand checkout
Aft controllercheckout
STP-I activation
AFP-675 initializationand checkout
RME-IIIactivation
IBSS checkout

Blue Team:
AFP-675 operations

Flight Day 2

Red Team:
AFP-675 operations

Blue Team:
AFP-675 operations
SPAS-II/IBSSpredeploycheckout
SPAS-II/IBSSgrapple, unberth

Flight Day 3

Red Team:
SPAS-II/IBSSrelease, attitude control checkout
Separationto far field (lO km)
OMS plume sequence l
Far-fieldstationkeeping
IBSS operations:Earth scan, Earth limb, carbon dioxide Earth sweep

Blue Team:
Far-fieldOMS plume sequences2, 3
Far-fieldprimaryRCS plume sequence
IBSS experimentoperations
CRO C deploy
Transitionto near field (2 km)
Near-fieldOMS plume sequences4, 5
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Flight Da@ 4

Red Team:
Orbiter systems redundant componentcheckout
IBSS experiment operations
CIV operations
Phase out to rendezvousinitiationrange
CRO C observation
CRO B deploy
SPAS-II/IBSSrendezvousoperations
CRO B observation
SPAS-II/IBSScapture

Blue Team:
SPAS-II/IBSSberth
Orbit adjust - CRO C avoidance
STP-I operations
AFP-675operations

Flight Da_ 5

Red Team:
AFP-675

Blue Team:
AFP-675
CRO A deploy

Flight Day 6

Red Team:
AFP-675
SPAS-II/IBSSpredeploycheckout
SPAS-II/IBSSattached operations
CRO A observation
STP-I operations

Blue Team:
SPAS-II/IBSSattached operations
CIV operations
Orbiterenvironment
SPAS-II/IBSSberth

Flight Da_ 7

Red Team:
SPAS-II/IBSSin-bay operations
AFP-675

Blue Team:
AFP-675
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Flight Da_ 8

Red Team:
Flight control system checkout
AFP-675 operations
STP-I dedicated operations

Blue Team:
STP-I dedicated operations
AFP-675 deactivation
MPECdeploy
Cabin stow

Flight Day 9

Payload deactivation
Deorbit prep
Landing

Notes:

• Each flight day includes a number of scheduled housekeeping activities•
These include inertial measurement unit alignment, supply water dump (as
required), waste water dump (as required), fuel cell purge, Ku-band antenna
cable repositioning,and a daily privatemedical conference.

• Due to power requirementsand the lengthof the mission, an equipment
powerdown (referredto as a Group B powerdown),is executedby the Red Team
on Flight Day I to conservecryogenicsfor a full missionduration plus two
extensiondays (if required)• Powerdownactivities includepoweringoff
three of Discovery'sfour CRTs, placing three of Discovery'sfive general
purposecomputerson standbymode, placingone of Discovery'sthree inertial
measurementunits on standbymode, and poweringoff three of Discovery's
eight flight-criticalmultiplexers(two forward,one aft).

/
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STS-39 CREW ASSIGNMENTS

Commander (MichaelL. Coats):Overallmissiondecisions;deploy, separation,
and rendezvous;orbiter systems;detailed test objectives

Pilot (L. Blaine Hammond, Jr.): Orbitersystems,piloting tasks

Mission Specialistl (GregoryJ. Harbaugh):IBSS, RMS

Mission Specialist2 (DonaldR. McMonagle):Orbiter systems,piloting tasks,
RME-III

MissionSpecialist3 (GuionS. Bluford,Jr.): AFP-675, STP-I, MPEC

Mission Specialist4 [CharlesL. (Lacy)Veach]:AFP-675, CLOUDS-IA

Mission Specialist5 (RichardJ. Hieb): IBSS, RMS
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DEVELOPMENTTEST OBJECTIVES/DETAILEDSUPPLEMENTARYOBJECTIVES

DTOS

• Entry aerodynamiccontrol surfacestest, part 7 (performedonly if reaction
control system propellantis available)

• Ascent structuralcapabilityevaluation
• Ascent compartmentventingevaluation
• Descentcompartmentventingevaluation
• Entry structuralcapability
• Vibrationand acousticevaluation
• Hot nosewheelsteeringrunway evaluation
• Carbon brake systemstest, condition3
• Crosswindlandingperformance

DSOs

• Variations in supin and standingheart rate, blood pressure,and cardiac size
as a function of space flight duration and time postflight

• In-flightaerobicexercise
• Changes in baroreceptorreflex function
• Blood pressurevariabilityduring space flight
• Orthostaticfunctionduring entry, landing,and egress
• Visual-vestibularintegrationas a functionof adaptation
• Posturalequilibriumcontrolduring entry, landing,and egress
• Lower body negative pressurefollowingspace flight
• Effectsof space flight on aerobicand anaerobicmetabolismduring rest and
exercise:the role of body composition

• Changes in the endocrineregulationof orthostatictolerancefollowingspace
flight

• Documentarytelevision
• Documentarymotion picturephotography
• Documentarystill photography

ff-
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STS-39 PRELAUNCHCOUNTDOWN

T - (MINUS)
HR:MIN:SEC TERMINAL COUNTDOWNEVENT

06:00:00 Verificationof the launch commit criteria is completeat this
time. The liquid oxygen and liquidhydrogen systems chill-down
commences in order to conditionthe ground line and valves as well
as the externaltank (ET) for cryo loading. Orbiterfuel cell
power plant activation is performed.

05:50:00 The space shuttlemain engine (SSME)liquid hydrogen chill-down
sequence is initiatedby the launch processingsystem (LPS). The
liquid hydrogenrecirculationvalves are opened and start the
liquid hydrogenrecirculationpumps. As part of the chill-down
sequence,the liquid hydrogen prevalvesare closed and remain
closed until T minus 9.5 seconds.

05:30:00 Liquid oxygen chill-down is complete. The liquid oxygen loading
f begins. The liquidoxygen loading startswith a "slow fill" in

order to acclimatethe ET. Slow fill continuesuntil the tank is
2-percentfull.

05:15:00 The liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen slow fill is completeand
the fast fill begins. The liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogenfast
fill will continue until that tank is 98-percentfull.

05:00:00 The calibrationof the inertialmeasurementunits (IMUs)starts.
The three IMUs are used by the orbiter navigationsystems to
determinethe position of the orbiter in flight.

04:30:00 The orbiter fuel cell power plant activationis complete.

04:00:00 The Merritt Island (MILA)antenna, which transmitsand receives
communications,telemetryand ranging information,alignment
verificationbegins.

03:45:00 The liquid hydrogen fast fill to 98 percent is complete,and a
slow topping-offprocess is begun and stabilizedto lO0 percent.

03:30:00 The liquidoxygen fast fill is complete to 98 percent.

03:20:00 The main propulsion system (MPS) helium tanks begin filling from
2,000 psi to their full pressureof 4,500 psi.

_ 03:15:00 Liquid hydrogen stable replenishmentbegins and continuesuntil
just minutes prior to T minus zero.
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T- (MINUS)
HR:MIN:SEC TERMINALCOUNTDOWNEVENT

03:10:00 Liquid oxygen stable replenishment begins and continues until
just minutes prior to T-O.

03:00:00 The MILA antenna alignment is completed.

03:00:00 The orbiter closeout crew goes to the launch pad and prepares the
orbiter crew compartment for flight crew ingress.

03:00:00 Begin 2-hour planned hold. An inspection team examines the ET for
ice or frost formationon the launch pad during this hold.

03:00:00 Two-hourplannedhold ends.
Counting

02:55:00 Flight crew departs Operationsand Checkout (O&C) Buildingfor
launch pad.

02:25:00 Flight crew orbiterand seat ingressoccurs.

02:10:00 Post ingresssoftwarereconfigurationoccurs.

02:00:00 Checking of the launch commit criteria starts at this time.

02:00:00 The ground launch sequencer(GLS) software is initialized.

01:50:00 The solid rocket boosters' (SRBs')hydraulicpumping units' gas
generator heatersare turned on and the SRBs' aft skirt gaseous
nitrogen purge starts.

01:50:00 The SRB rate gyro assemblies (RGAs)are turned on. The RGAs are
used by the orbiter'snavigationsystem to determinerates of
motion of the SRBs during first-stageflight.

01:35:00 The orbiter accelerometerassemblies (AAs) are powered up.

01:35:00 The orbiter reactioncontrol system (RCS) controldrivers are
powered up.

01:35:00 The flight crew startsthe communicationschecks.

01:25:00 The SRB RGA torque test begins.

01:20:00 Orbiterside hatch is closed.

Ol:lO:O0 Orbiterside hatch seal and cabin leak checks are performed.

Ol:Ol:O0 IMU preflightalign begins. Flight crew functionsfrom this point
on will be initiatedby a call from the orbiter test conductor
(OTC) to proceed. The flight crew will report back to the OTC
after completion.
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T - (MINUS)
HR:MIN:SEC TERMINALCOUNTDOWN EVENT

Ol:O0:O0 The orbiter RGAs and AAs are tested.

00:50:00 The flight crew starts the orbiterhydraulicauxiliarypower
units' (APUs')water boilers preactivation.

00:45:00 Cabin vent redundancy check is performed.

00:45:00 The GLS mainline activation is performed.

00:40:00 The easterntest range (ETR) shuttlerange safety system (SRSS)
terminalcount closed-looptest is accomplished.

00:40:00 Cabin leak check is completed.

00:32:00 The backup flight control system (BFS) computer is configured.

00:30:00 The gaseous nitrogensystem for the orbitalmaneuveringsystem
(OMS) engines is pressurizedfor launch. Crew compartmentvent
valves are opened.

00:26:00 The ground pyro initiatorcontrollers(PICs)are poweredup. They
J are used to fire the SRB hold-downposts, liquid oxygen and liquid

hydrogen tail servicemast (TSM),and ET vent arm system pyros at
lift-offand the SSME hydrogengas burn system prior to SSME
ignition.

00:25:00 Simultaneousair-to-groundvoice communicationsare checked.
Weather aircraft are launched.

00:22:00 The primary avionicssoftware system (PASS)is transferredto the
BFS computer in order for both systemsto have the same data. In
case of a PASS computer system failure, the BFS computerwill take
over control of the shuttle vehicleduring flight.

00:21:00 The crew compartmentcabin vent valves are closed.

00:20:00 A lO-minuteplanned hold starts.

Hold lO All computerprograms in the firing room are verifiedto ensure '
that the proper programs are availablefor the final countdown.
The test team is briefedon the recycle optionsin case of an
unplannedhold.

The landing convoy status is again verified and the landingsites
are verifiedready for launch.

The IMU preflightalignment is verified complete.

Preparationsare made to transitionthe orbiteronboard computers
to Major Mode (MM)-lOlupon coming out of the hold. This
configuresthe computermemory to a terminal countdown
configuration.
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T- (MINUS)
HR:MIN:SEC TERMINAL COUNTDOWNEVENT

00:20:00 The lO-minutehold ends.

Counting Transitionto MM-lOl. The PASS onboardcomputersare dumped and
compared to verify the proper onboard computer configurationfor
launch.

00:19:00 The flight crew configuresthe backup computer to MM-lOl and the
test team verifiesthe BFS computer is tracking the PASS computer
systems. The flight crew members configuretheir instrumentsfor
launch.

00:18:00 The MissionControl Center-Houston(MCC-H)now loads the onboard
computerswith the proper guidance parametersbased on the
prestatedlift-offtime.

00:16:00 The MPS helium system is reconfiguredby the flight crew for
launch.

00:15:00 The OMS/RCScrossfeedvalves are configuredfor launch.

All test supportteam members verify they are "go for launch."

00:12:00 Emergencyaircraftand personnelare verified on station.

O0:lO:O0 All orbiter aerosurfacesand actuatorsare verified to be in the
proper configurationfor hydraulicpressureapplication. The
NASA test director gets a "go for launch"verificationfrom the
launch team.

00:09:00 A planned lO-minutehold starts.
Hold lO

NASA and contractor projectmanagerswill be formally polled by
the deputy director of NASA, Space ShuttleOperations,on the
Space Shuttle Program Office communicationsloop during the
T minus 9-minute hold. A positive "go for launch" statementwill
be required from each NASA and contractorprojectelement prior to
resuming the launch countdown. The loop will be recorded and
maintained in the launchdecision records.

All test support team members verify that they are "go for
launch."

Final GLS configurationis complete.

00:09:00 The GLS auto sequencestarts and the terminal countdownbegins.
Counting

From this point, the GLSs in the integrationand backup consoles
are the primarycontrol until T-O in conjunctionwith the onboard
orbiter PASS redundant-setcomputers.
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f-
T- (MINUS)
HR:MIN:SEC TERMINALCOUNTDOWN EVENT

00:09:00 Operationsrecordersare on. MCC-H, Johnson Space Center, sends
a commandto turn these recorderson. They record shuttle system
performanceduring ascent and are dumped to the ground once orbit
is achieved.

00:08:00 Payloadand stored prelaunchcommands proceed.

00:07:30 The orbiteraccess arm (OAA) connectingthe access tower and the
orbiter side hatch is retracted. If an emergencyarises requiring
flight crew activation,the arm can be extended either manually or
by GLS computercontrol in approximately30 secondsor less.

00:06:00 APU prestart occurs.

00:05:00 OrbiterAPUs start. The orbiterAPUs providepressure to the
three orbiter hydraulicsystems. These systemsare used to move
the SSME engine nozzlesand aerosurfaces.

00:05:00 ET/SRBrange safety system (RSS) is armed. At this point, the
firing circuitfor SRB ignitionand destructdevices is
mechanicallyenabledby a motor-drivenswitch called a safe and
arm device (S&A).

00:04:30 As a preparationfor engine start, the SSME main fuel valve
heaters are turned off.

00:04:00 The final helium purge sequence,purge sequence4, on the SSMEs is
started in preparationfor engine start.

00:03:55 At this point, all of the elevons, body flap, speed brake, and
rudder are moved througha preprogrammedpattern. This is to
ensure that they will be ready for use in flight.

00:03:30 Transfer to internalpower is done. Up to this point, power to
the space vehicle has been shared betweenground power supplies
and the onboardfuel cells.

The ground power is disconnectedand the vehiclegoes on internal
power at this time. It will remain on internalpower through the
rest of the mission.

00:03:25 The SSMEs' nozzlesare moved (gimbaled)througha preprogrammed
patternto ensure that they will be ready for ascent flight
control. At completionof the gimbal profile, the SSMEs' nozzles
are in the start position.

00:02:55 ET liquidoxygen prepressurizationis started. At this point,
the liquid oxygen tank vent valve is closed and the ET liquid
oxygen tank is pressurizedto its flight pressure of 21 psi.
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T- (MINUS)
HR:MIN:SEC TERMINALCOUNTDOWNEVENT

00:02:50 The gaseousoxygen arm is retracted. The cap that fits over the
ET nose cone to prevent ice buildupon the oxygen vents is raised
off the nose cone and retracted.

00:02:35 Up until this time, the fuel cell oxygen and hydrogensupplies
have been adding to the onboard tanks so that a full load at
lift-off is assured. This filling operationis terminatedat this
time.

00:02:30 The caution/warningmemory is cleared.

00:01:57 Since the ET liquidhydrogen tank was filled, some of the liquid
hydrogen has turned into gas. In order to keep pressure in the
ET liquidhydrogen tank low, this gas was vented off and piped
out to a flare stack and burned. In order to maintain flight
level, liquidhydrogenwas continuouslyadded to the tank to
replace the vented hydrogen. This operationterminates,the
liquid hydrogentank vent valve is closed,and the tank is brought
up to a flight pressure of 44 psia at this time.

O0:Ol:15 The sound suppressionsystemwill dump water onto the mobile
launcherplatform (MLP)at ignitionin order to dampen vibration
and noise in the space shuttle. The firing systemfor this dump,
the sound suppressionwater power bus, is armed at this time.

O0:Ol:O0 The SRB joint heatersare deactivated.

00:00:55 The SRB MDM criticalcommands are verified.

00:00:47 The liquid oxygen and liquidhydrogenoutboard fill and drain
valves are closed.

00:00:40 The external tank bipod heatersare turned off.

00:00:38 The onboard computerspositionthe orbiter vent doors to allow
payloadbay venting upon lift-offand ascent in the payload bay
at SSME ignition.

The SRB forward MDM is lockedout.

00:00:37 The gaseous oxygen ET arm retract is confirmed.

00:00:31 The GLS sends "go for redundantset launch sequence start." At
this point, the four PASS computerstake over main control of the
terminal count. Only one further command is needed from the
ground, "go for main engine start," at approximatelyT minus
9.7 seconds. The GLS in the integrationconsole in the launch
controlcenter still continuesto monitor severalhundred launch
commit criteria and can issue a cutoff if a discrepancyis
observed. The GLS also sequencesground equipmentand sends
selected vehiclecommands in the last 31 seconds.
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T - (MINUS)
HR:MIN:SEC TERMINALCOUNTDOWNEVENT

00:00:28 Two hydraulic power units in each SRB are startedby the GLS.
These provide hydraulicpower for SRB nozzle gimbalingfor ascent
first-stageflight control.

The orbitervent door sequence starts.

00:00:21 The SRB gimbal profile is complete. As soon as SRB hydraulic
power is applied, the SRB engine nozzlesare commandedthrougha
preprogrammedpatternto assure that they will be ready for ascent
flight control during first stage.

00:00:21 The liquid hydrogenhigh-pointbleed valve is closed.

The SRB gimbal test begins.

00:00:18 The onboard computersarm the explosivedevices, the pjrrotechnic
initiatorcontrollers,that will separate the T-O umbilicals,the
SRB hold-downposts, and SRB ignition,which is the final
electricalconnectionbetweenthe ground and the shuttlevehicle.

00:00:16 The sound suppressionsystemwater is activated.

00:00:15 If the SRB p_o initiatorcontroller (PIC) voltage in the
redundant-setlaunch sequencer (RSLS) is not within limits in
3 seconds,SSME start commands are not issued and the onboard
computersproceedto a countdownhold.

00:00:13 The aft SRB MDM units are lockedout. This is to protect against
electrical interferenceduring flight. The electronic lock
requires an unlock commandbefore it will accept any other
command.

SRB SRSS inhibitsare removed. The SRB destructsystem is now
live.

00:00:12 The MPS helium fill is terminated. The MPS helium systemflows
to the pneumaticcontrol system at each SSME inlet to control
various essentialfunctions.

O0:O0:lO LPS issuesa "go" for SSME start. This is the last required
ground command. The ground computersinform the orbiter onboard
computersthat they have a "go" for SSME start. The GLS retains
hold capabilityuntil just prior to SRB ignition.

00:00:09.7 Liquid hydrogenrecirculationpumps are turned off. The
recirculationpumps providefor flow of fuel through the SSMEs
during the terminal count. These are suppliedby ground power
and are powered in preparationfor SSME start.
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T- (MINUS)
HR:MIN:SEC TERMINAL COUNTDOWNEVENT

00:00:09.7 In preparationfor SSME ignition,flares are ignitedunder the
SSMEs. This burns away any free gaseoushydrogen that may have
collectedunder the SSMEs during prestart operations.

The orbitergoes on internalcoolingat this time; the ground
coolant units remain poweredon until lift-offas a contingency
for an aborted launch. The orbiterwill redistributeheat within
the orbiteruntil approximately125 seconds after lift-off,when
the orbiterflash evaporatorswill be turned on.

00:00:09.5 The SSME engine chill-downsequence is complete and the onboard
computerscommandthe three MPS liquidhydrogen prevalvesto open.
(The MPSs three liquidoxygen prevalveswere opened during ET
tank loadingto permit engine chill-down.) These valves allow
liquidhydrogen and oxygen flow to the SSME turbopumps.

00:00:09.5 Commanddecoders are powered off. The command decodersare units
that allow ground control of some onboard components. These units
are not needed during flight.

00:00:06.6 The main fuel and oxidizer valves in each engine are commanded
open by the onboardcomputers,permittingfuel and oxidizer flow
into each SSME for SSME start.

All three SSMEs are startedat 120-millisecondintervals(SSME 3,
2, then 1) and throttle up to lO0-percentthrust levels in 3
secondsunder controlof the SSME controlleron each SSME.

00:00:04.6 All three SSMEs are verified to be at lO0-percentthrust and the
SSMEs are gimbaled to the lift-offposition. If one or more of
the three SSMEs does not reach lO0-percentthrust at this time,
all SSMEs are shut down, the SRBs are not ignited,and an RSLS
pad abort occurs. The GLS RSLS will performshuttleand ground
systems safing.

Vehicle bending loads caused by SSME thrust buildup are allowed
to initializebefore SRB ignition. The vehiclemoves towards
ET includingET approximately25.5 inches.

00:00:00 The two SRBs are ignitedunder command of the four onboard PASS
computers, the four hold-downexplosivebolts on each SRB are
initiated (each bolt is 28 inches long and 3.5 inches in
diameter),and the two T-O umbilicalson each side of the
spacecraftare retracted. The onboardtimers are startedand the
ground launch sequence is terminated. All three SSMEs are at
104-percentthrust. Boost guidance in attitude hold.

00:00 Lift-off.
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MISSION HIGHLIGHTSTIMELINE

Editor's Note: The following timeline lists selected highlights only. For
full detail, please refer to the NASAMission Operations Directorate STS-39
Flight Plan, IBSS Rendezvous Checklist, Deorbit Prep Checklist, and Entry
Checklist.

T+ (PLUS)
DAY/

HR:MIN:SEC EVENT

DAYZERO

0/00:00:06.8 Tower is cleared (SRBs above lightning-rod tower).

0/00:00:09 Positive roll maneuver (right-clockwise) is started.
Pitch profile is heads down (astronauts), wings
level.

f

0/00:00:16 Roll maneuver ends.

0/00:00:20 All three SSMEsthrottle down from 104 to 93 percent
for maximumaerodynamic load (max q).

0/00:00:29 All three SSMEsthrottle down from 93 to 70 percent
for max q.

0/00:01:01 All three SSMEsthrottle to 104 percent.

0/00:01:02 Max q occurs.

0/00:02:06 SRBs separate.

Whenchamber pressure (Pc) of the SRBs is less than
50 psi, automatic separation occurs with manual
flight crew backup switch to the automatic function
(does not bypass automatic circuitry). SRBs descend
to approximately 15,400 feet, when the nose cap is
jettisoned and drogue chute is deployed for initial
deceleration. At approximately 6,600 feet, drogue
chute is released and three main parachutes on each
SRB provide final deceleration prior to splashdown
in Atlantic Ocean, where the SRBs are recovered for
reuse on another mission. Flight control system

_ switchesfrom SRB to orbiter RGAs.
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T+ (PLUS)
DAY/

HR:MIN:SEC EVENT

0/00:04:08 Negativereturn. The vehicle is no longer capable of
return-to-launchsite abort at Kennedy Space Center
runway.

0/00:06:54 Single engine press to main engine cutoff (MECO).

0/00:07:32 All three SSMEs throttledown from I04 percent--
vehicle accelerationcapabilityno greater than 3g's.

0/00:08:31 All three SSMEs throttledown to 70 percentfor MECO.

0/00:08:33 MECO occurs at approximatevelocity 25,803 feet per
second, 137 by 24 nauticalmiles (158by 28 statute
miles).

0/00:08:51 ET separationis automaticwith flight crew manual
backup switch to the automaticfunction (does not
bypass automatic circuitry).

The orbiter forward and aft RCSs, which provide
attitude hold and negativeZ translationof II fps
to the orbiter for ET separation,are first used.

Orbiter/ETliquidoxygen/liquidhydrogen umbilicals
are retracted.

NegativeZ translationis complete.

In conjunctionwith this thrustingperiod,approxi-
mately 1,700 pounds of liquidhydrogen and 3,700
pounds of liquidoxygen are trapped in the MPS ducts
and SSMEs, which resultsin an approximate7-inch
center-of-gravityshift in the orbiter. The trapped
propellantswould sporadicallyvent in orbit,
affectingguidanceand creatingcontaminantsfor the
payloads. During entry, liquid hydrogen could
combinewith atmosphericoxygen to form a potentially
explosivemixture. As a result, the liquidoxygen is
dumped out through the SSME combustionchamber
nozzles,and the liquid hydrogen is dumped out
through the right-handT-minus-zeroumbilical
overboardfill and drain valves.

MPS dump terminates.

APUs shut down.

MPS vacuum inertingoccurs.

--Remainingresidual propellantsare vented to space
vacuum, inertingthe MPS.
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•--Orbiter/ETumbilicaldoors close (one door for
liquid hydrogenand one door for liquid oxygen) at
bottom of aft fuselage,sealing the aft fuselage
for entry heat loads.

--MPS vacuum inertingterminates.

0/00:38 OMS-2 thrustingmaneuver is performed,approximately
2 minutes,9 seconds in duration,at 209.9 fps, 141
by 139 nauticalmiles.

0/00:51 Commandercloses all current breakers,panel L4.

0/00:53 Mission specialist (MS) seat egress.

0/00:54 Commanderand pilot configureGPCs for OPS-2.

0/00:57 MS configurespreliminarymiddeck.

0/00:59 MS configuresaft flight station.

0/01:02 MS unstows, sets up, and activatesportablegeneral
service computer.

0/01:07 Pilot activatespayloadbus (panel Rl).

O/Ol:lO Commanderand pilot don and configurecommunications.

O/Ol:12 Pilot maneuversvehicleto payload bay door opening
attitude,biased negativeZ local vertical,positive
Y velocity vector attitude.

O/Ol:18 Commanderactivatesradiators.

O/Ol:19 MS configuresfor payload bay door operations.

0/01:26 Orbit 2 begins.

0/01:28 Pilot opens payload bay doors.

0/01:30 Commander loads payloaddata interleaverdecommutator
format.

0/01:35 Commanderswitches star tracker (ST) power 2 (panel
06) to ON.

0/01:36 MissionControl Center (MCC), Houston (H), informs
crew to "go for orbit operations."
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0/01:37 Commanderand pilot seat egress.

0/01:38 Commanderand pilot clothing configuration.

0/01:39 MS clothingconfiguration.

0/01:50 Pilot initiatesfuel cell auto purge.

O/Of:51 MS activatesteleprinter.

0/01:52 Commanderstarts post-payloadbay door operations
and radiatorconfiguration.

0/01:55 MS remove and stow seats.

0/01:56 Commanderstarts ST self-testand opens door.

0/01:57 MS configuresmiddeck.

0/01:58 Pilot closes main B supply water dump isolation
circuitbreaker, panel ML86B, opens supply water
dump isolationvalve, panel RI2L, talkbackbarber
pole.

0/02:00 Pilot activatesauxilary power unit steam vent
heater,panel R2, boiler controller/heater,3 to A,
power, 3 to ON.

0/02:00 Blue team presleep activity.

0/02:10 Commanderconfiguresfor RCS verniercontrol.

0/02:12 Commanderand pilot configurecontrolsfor on-orbit
operations.

0/02:19 MS configuresremote manipulator system.

0/02:21 Pilot enables hydraulicthermalconditioning.

0/02:24 MS resets caution/warning(C/W).

0/02:25 MS unstowsand installstreadmill.

0/02:26 Pilot switches APU coolant system (panel R2), APU
fuel pump/valvecool, A to OFF and B to AUTO.

0/02:28 Pilot plots fuel cell performance.

0/02:30 Unstow cabin equipment.
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0/02:30 Maneuver vehicle to inertialmeasurementunit (IMU)
alignmentattitude.

0/02:50 Maneuver vehicleto +ZSI attitude.

0/02:55 Orbit 3 begins.

0/03:00 AFP-675 initializationand checkout/STP-Iactivation.

0/03:10 Ku-bandantennadeployment.

0/03:20 Ku-bandactivation.

0/03:20 Lamp and fire suppressiontest.

0/03:30 Blue team begins sleep period.

0/03:35 Remote manipulatorsystem (RMS) powerup.

0/03:45 Prioritypower-down,group B.
_f

0/03:45 RMS checkout.

0/04:00 RME-IIIactivation.

0/04:25 Orbit 4 begins.

0/05:05 Maneuvervehicle to -ZSI attitude.

0/05:45 Maneuvervehicle to +ZSI attitude.

0/05:45 RMS powerdown.

0/05:55 Orbit 5 begins.

0/05:55 SPAS-II/IBSScheckout.

0/07:00 Begin AFP-675 operations.

0/07:25 Orbit 6 begins.

0/08:00 Maneuvervehicle to -ZLV, +YVV attitude.

0/08:30 Red team presleep activity.

0/08:55 Orbit 7 begins.

0/09:30 Maneuver vehicle to -ZSI attitude.
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0/09:30 Blue team post sleep activity.

0/I0:24 Orbit 8 begins.

0/I0:30 Red team handover to blue team.

0/I0:45 Privatemedical conference.

O/ll:O0 AFP-675operations.

O/ll:O0 Red team begins sleep period.

0/II:54 Orbit 9 begins.

0/12:55 Maneuvervehicle to -ZLV, +YVV attitude.

0/13:23 Orbit lO begins.

0/13:43 Assorted AFP-675maneuvers.

0/14:53 Orbit II begins. (AFP-675operationscontinue).

0/16:23 Orbit 12 begins.

0/17:52 Orbit 13 begins.

0/18:15 Maneuver vehicle to -ZLV, -YVV attitude.

0/19:00 Red team post sleep activity.

0/19:22 Orbit 14 begins.

0/19:58 Gravity gradient free drift (biased+ZLV, +YVV).

0/20:51 Orbit 15 begins.

0/21:40 Blue team handover to red team.

0/22:00 CIRRIS-IAmaneuver.

0/22:21 Orbit 16 begins.

0/22:57 Gravitygradient free drift (biased+XLV, +YVV)
and AFP-675 (CIRRIS-IAoperations).

0/23:45 Blue team presleep activity.

0/23:51 Orbit 17 begins.
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MET DAY ONE

1/00:46 AFP-675 (FAR UV, ClRRIS-IA,and URA operations).

I/Of:20 Orbit 18 begins.

1/02:00 Blue team begins sleep period.

1/02:50 Orbit 19 begins.

1/03:31 Gravitygradient free drift (biased+XLV, -YVV).

1/04:20 Orbit 20 begins.

1/05:16 AFP-675 (auroraobservations).

1/05:49 Orbit 21 begins.

1/07:19 Orbit 22 begins.

1/08:27 AFP-675 (URA operations).

1/08:48 Orbit 23 begins.

1/09:30 Red team presleepactivity.

I/0g:55 Maneuvervehicle to IMU align attitude.

I/lO:O0 Blue team post sleep activity.

I/lO:15 IMU align.

I/lO:18 Orbit 24 begins.

I/lO:40 Red team handover to blue team.

I/I0:55 Privatemedical conference.

1/II:47 Orbit 25 begins.

1/12:00 Red team begins sleep period.

1/12:21 Gravitygradient free drift (biased+XLV, +YVV).

1/12:36 AFP-675 (CIRRIS-IAoperations).

s 1/13:17 Orbit 26 begins.

1/14:47 Orbit 27 begins.
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1/16:17 Orbit 28 begins.

1/16:19 RCS orbit adjust burn.

1/16:25 SPAS-IIdeploy preparation.

1/17:47 Orbit 29 begins.

1/18:05 Maneuver vehicle to SPAS-II/IBSSinitialattitude
(predeploycheckout operations).

1/19:16 Orbit 30 begins.

1/19:20 RMS powerup.

I/Ig:30 Red team post sleep activity.

1/19:45 SPAS-IIgrapple.

1/19:50 Maneuver vehicle to deploy attitude.

1/20:05 UnberthSPAS-II/IBSSto low hover.

1/20:25 RMS maneuver to SPAS-IIrelease.

1/20:30 Blue team handover to red team.

1/20:45 Orbit 31 begins.

1/21:03 SPAS-II/IBSSrelease, attitude controlcheckout.

1/21:lO SPAS-II/IBSSmaneuver/separationburn to lO km.

1/21:20 RMS powerdown.

1/21:45 Maneuver vehicle to -YLV, -ZVV attitude.

1/22:15 Orbit 32 begins.

1/23:15 Blue team presleep activity.

1/23:45 Orbit 33 begins.

MET DAY TWO

2/00:45 Maneuver vehicle to OMS observationattitude.

2/01:05 OMS plume burn sequence I.
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2/01:14 Orbit 34 begins.

2/01:30 Blue team begins sleep period.

2/02:43 Orbit 35 begins.

2/03:30 On-orbitRCS burn.

2/04:13 Orbit 36 begins.

2/04:45 SPAS-II/IBSSEarth limb scan.

2/05:43 Orbit 37 begins.

2/06:15 On-orbit RCS burn.

2/07:13 Orbit 38 begins.

2/07:50 SPAS-II/IBSScarbon dioxide Earthsweep.

2/08:30 Blue team post sleep activity.

2/08:35 Far-fieldoperations.

2/08:42 Orbit 39 begins.

2/09:30 Red team presleep activity.

2/09:50 Red team handover to blue team.

2/I0:00 Maneuver vehicle to OMS observationattitude.

2/I0:09 Perform OMS burn sequences2, 3.

2/10:12 Orbit 40 begins.

2/ll:O0 Maneuver vehicleto PRCS burn observationattitude.

2/11:07 Perform PRCS burn observations.

2/II:30 Maneuver vehicle to -YLC, -ZVV attitude.

2/11:41 Orbit 41 begins.

2/II:45 Privatemedical conference.

"_ 2/12:00 Red team begins sleep period.

2/12:20 SSP/spatialscan.
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2/13:11 Orbit 42 begins.

2/14:05 On-orbit RCS burn.

2/14:07 CRO C deployment.

2/14:40 Orbit 43 begins.

2/14:50 On-orbit RCS burn.

2/16:00 Earth limb observations.

2/16:10 Orbit 44 begins.

2/17:39 Orbit 45 begins.

2/17:50 Transitionto near field.

2/18:40 SPAS-IImaneuver/OFVR(IBSS).

2/19:09 Orbit 46 begins.

2/20:00 Red team post sleep activity.

2/20:25 Maneuver vehicle to OMS observationattitude.

2/20:34 OMS burn plume sequences4, 5.

2/20:38 Orbit 47 begins.

2/21:50 RMS powerup.

2/22:08 Orbit 48 begins.

2/22:10 Blue team handover to red team.

2/22:40 Maneuver vehicle to CIV observationattitude.

2/22:55 CIV observations.

2/23:15 Blue team presleep activity.

2/23:37 Orbit 49 begins.

MET DAY THREE

3/00:20 Maneuver vehicle to -YLV, -ZVV/endCIV operations,
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3/00:50 RMS powerdown.

3/01:00 SPAS-II/IBSScarbon dioxide Earth limb operations.

3/01:07 Orbit 50 begins.

3/01:30 Blue team begins sleep period.

3/02:25 SPAS-IICRO C observations.

3/02:37 Orbit 5l begins.

3/03:00 Maneuvervehicle to +YLV, -ZVV attitude.

3/03:00 ALFE activation.

3/03:35 On-orbitRCS burn and maneuver.

3/04:07 Orbit 52 begins.

3/05:36 Orbit 53 begins.

3/06:56 CRO B deploy.

3/07:06 Orbit 54 begins.

3/07:55 SPAS-II/IBSSEarth scan observations.

3/08:00 Commence SPAS-IIretrieve rendezvousoperations.

3/08:25 OFVR operations (IBSS).

3/08:35 Orbit 55 begins.

3/09:20 RMS powerup.

3/09:30 Blue team post sleep activity.

3/I0:05 Orbit 56 begins.

3/I0:30 CRO B observations.

3/I0:45 SPAS-II safing.

3/I0:53 Begin V-bar approach (finalrendezvousapproach).

3/11:18 SPAS-II/IBSSgrapple.

3/II:30 Red team handover to blue team.
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3/II:34 Orbit 57 begins.

3/II:45 Red team presleep activity.

3/II:50 SPAS-IIberthing.

3/12:00 On-orbitRCS burn.

3/12:20 ALFE (STP-I)operations.

3/12:35 RMS powerdown.

3/12:50 On-orbitRCS burn.

3/13:04 Orbit 58 begins.

3/13:05 ALFE operations.

3/13:15 Privatemedical conference.

3/13:22 AFP-675 operationscontinue.

3/13:45 Red team begins sleep period.

3/14:33 Orbit 59 begins.

3/15:08 Gravitygradient free drift.

3/16:03 Orbit 60 begins.

3/17:33 Orbit 61 begins.

3/19:03 Orbit 62 begins.

3/20:33 Orbit 63 begins.

3/21:45 Red team post sleep activity.

3/22:03 Orbit 64 begins.

3/23:32 Orbit 65 begins.

3/23:50 Blue team handoverto red team.

MET DAY FOUR

4/00:06 Gravitygradient free drift.

4/00:06 AFP-675 operations.
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4/01:02 Orbit 66 begins.

4/01:15 Blue team presleepactivity.

4/02:31 Orbit 67 begins.

4/03:30 Blue team begins sleep period.

4/04:01 Orbit 68 begins.

4/06:30 Orbit 69 begins.

4/06:05 Gravitygradientfree drift.

4/07:00 Orbit 70 begins.

4/08:30 Orbit 71 begins.

4/09:02 AFP-675 operations.

4/09:59 Orbit 72 begins

4/I0:20 AFP-675 operations.

4/II:29 Orbit 73 begins.

4/II:30 Blue team post sleep activity.

4/12:58 Orbit 74 begins.

4/13:00 Red team handover to blue team.

4/13:15 Red team presleep activity.

4/13:30 AFP-675operations.

4/13:35 Privatemedical conference.

4/14:28 Orbit 75 begins.

4/15:03 Gravity gradientfree drift.

4/15:30 Red team begins sleep period.

4/15:58 Orbit 76 begins.

/ 4/17:28 Orbit 77 begins.

4/18:57 Orbit 78 begins•
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4/20:27 Orbit 79 begins.

4/21:15 CRO A deployment.

4/21:57 Orbit 80 begins.

4/23:27 Orbit 81 begins.

4/23:30 Red team post sleep activity.

MET DAY FIVE

5/00:02 Gravitygradient free drift.

5/00:56 Orbit 82 begins.

5/02:00 Blue team handover to red team.

5/02:26 Orbit 83 begins.

5/03:10 Gravitygradient free drift.

5/03:15 Blue team presleepactivity.

5/03:55 Orbit 84 begins.

5/04:30 RMS powerup.

5/05:15 AFP-675RMS EE glow test.

5/05:25 Orbit 85 begins.

5/05:30 Blue team begins sleep period.

5/06:25 Maneuver vehicleto SPAS-If initialattitude.

5/06:55 Orbit 86 begins.

5/08:25 Orbit 87 begins.

5/08:30 SPAS-II grapple.

5/08:40 ALFE activated.

5/09:00 SPAS-II unberth.

5/09:30 Maneuver vehicle to RMS observationstart.

5/09:54 Orbit B8 begins.
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5/I0:05 Maneuver vehicleto CRO observationattitude.

5/I0:31 CRO A observations.

5/I0:35 SPAS-II berth/safing.

5/II:05 On-orbitRCS burn.

5/II:24 Orbit 89 begins.

5/II:40 AFP-675 (CIRRIS-IAdeactivation).

5/12:00 On-orbitRCS burn.

5/12:30 SPAS-II unberth.

5/12:53 Orbit 90 begins.

5/13:00 RMS maneuver to observationattitude.

5/13:20 Ground truth operations (AFP-675).

5/13:30 Blue team post sleep activity.

5/14:00 RMS maneuver to observationstart (Earth limb).

5/14:23 Orbit 91 begins.

5/14:30 Privatemedical conference.

5/14:48 AFP-675operations.

5/15:00 Red team handoverto blue team.

5/15:15 Red team presleep activity.

5/15:25 MWIR operations.

5/15:53 Orbit 92 begins.

5/17:23 Orbit 93 begins.

5/17:30 Red team begins sleep period.

5/17:50 OFVR operations.

5/18:00 AFP-675operations.
s-

5/18:10 OFVR operations.
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5/18:53 Orbit 94 begins.

5/19:46 CIV operations initiation.

5/20:23 CIV gas release.

5/20:23 Orbit 95 begins.

5/21:30 AFP-675 operations.

5/21:52 Orbit 96 begins.

5/23:22 Orbit 97 begins.

MET DAY SIX

6/00:30 SPAS-II berthed.

6/00:52 Orbit 98 begins.

6/01:15 RMS powerdown.

6/01:30 Red team post sleep activity.

6/02:22 Orbit 99 begins.

6/03:52 Orbit lO0 begins.

6/04:00 Blue team handover to red team.

6/04:13 AFP-675 operations (aurora,airglow, FAR UV, and
URA).

6/05:15 Blue team presleep activity.

6/05:21 Orbit lOl begins.

6/06:51 Orbit I02 begins.

6/07:30 Blue team begins sleep period.

6/08:21 Orbit I03 begins.

6/09:50 Orbit I04 begins.

6/II:20 Orbit I05 begins.

6/12:50 Orbit I06 begins.

6/14:20 Orbit I07 begins.
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6/15:30 Blue team post sleep activity.

6/15:50 Orbit I08 begins.

6/16:00 Red team presleepactivity.

6/16:45 Privatemedicalconference.

6/17:00 Red team handover to blue team.

6/17:15 AFP-675operations.

6/17:19 Orbit lOg begins.

6/18:30 Red team begins sleep period.

6/18:49 Orbit llO begins.

6/20:1g Orbit Ill begins.

f 6/21:48 Orbit If2 begins.

6/23:18 Orbit If3 begins.

MET DAY SEVEN

7/00:48 Orbit If4 begins.

7/02:18 Orbit If5 begins.

7/02:30 Red team post sleep activity.

7/03:45 Reaction jet driver reconfigurationand APU steam
vent heater initiation.

7/03:47 Orbit ll6 begins.

7/04:00 Blue team handover to red team.

7104:30 Crew press conference

7/04:45 Flight control system checkout.

7/05:17 Orbit lit begins.

7/06:10 RCS hot fire test.

7/06:47 Orbit If8 begins.
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7/07:15 Blue team presleepactivity.

7/08:17 Orbit 119 begins.

7/09:30 Blue team begins sleep period.

7/09:47 Orbit 120 begins.

7/ll:O0 STP-I operations (UVLIM,SKIRT).

7/II:16 Orbit 121 begins.

7/II:53 UVLIM limb scan.

7/12:46 Orbit 122 begins.

7/14:16 Orbit 123 begins.

7/15:33 SKIRT CVF inertial.

7/15:45 Orbit 124 begins.

7/15:45 FAR UV and HUP deactivation(AFP-675).

7/16:00 Red team presleep activity.

7/16:10 Gravitygradient free drift.

7/16:30 ALFE operations.

7/17:15 Orbit 125 begins.

7/17:30 Blue team post sleep activity.

7/17:45 Privatemedical conference.

7/18:00 Red team handover to blue team.

7/18:10 STP-I/ALFEoperations.

7/18:29 SKIRT CVF inertial.

7/18:30 Red team begins sleep period.

7/18:45 Orbit 126 begins.

7/1g:20 URA, QINMS deactivation(AFP-675).

7/19:25 UVLIM limb scan.
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7/19:59 SKIRT CVF inertial.

7/20:15 Orbit 127 begins.

7/20:35 Maneuvervehicle to MPEC deploy attitude.

7/21:00 MPEC deployment.

7/21:44 Orbit 128 begins.

7/22:00 Ku-band stow.

7/23:14 Orbit 129 begins.

7/23:25 Cabin configuration/stow.

MET DAY EIGHT

8/00:30 Red team post sleep activity.

_- 8/00:43 Orbit 130 begins.

8/01:00 Maneuver vehicle to -XSI attitude.

8/02:00 Privatemedical conference.

8/02:13 Orbit 131 begins.

8/02:15 Priority Group B powerup.

8/02:15 STP-I deactivation.

8/02:25 AFP-675 deactivation.

8/02:28 CRT timer setup.

8/02:33 Commander initiatescoldsoak.

8/02:43 Stow radiators, if required.

8/03:01 CommanderconfiguresDPS for deorbit preparation.

8/03:04 Mission Control Center updates IMU star pad, if
required.

8/03:13 MS configuresfor payload bay door closure.

8/03:23 Pilot stows Ku-band antennae,if required.

8/03:31 Commandermaneuvers vehicle to IMU align attitude.
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8/03:41 MCC-H gives "go/no-go"commandfor payloadbay door
closure.

8/03:43 Orbit 132 begins.

8/03:45 Commanderand MS align IMU using ST.

8/03:48 Pilot and MS close payloadbay doors.

8/04:08 Commanderand pilot configurededicateddisplays for
entry.

8/04:11 MCC gives the crew the "go" for OPS 3.

8/04:14 Maneuvervehicle to Comm attitude.

8/04:18 Pilot starts repressurizationof SSME systems.

8/04:23 Commanderand pilot perform DPS entry configuration.

8/04:32 MS deactivatesST and closes ST doors.

8/04:34 Verify entry payload switch list.

8/04:48 Crew reviewsentry.

8/04:51 Crew begins fluid loading,32 fluid ounces of water
with salt over next 1.5 hours (2 salt tablets per
8 ounces).

8/05:03 Commanderand pilot configureclothing.

8/05:13 Orbit 133 begins.

8/05:18 MS configureclothing.

8/05:28 Commanderand pilot seat ingress.

8/05:30 Commanderand pilot set up heads-updisplay (HUD).

8/05:32 Commanderand pilot adjust seat, exercise brake
pedals.

8/05:40 Final entry deorbit update/uplink.

8/05:46 OMS thrust vector controlgimbal check is performed.

8/05:48 APU prestart.
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8/06:03 Close vent doors.

8/06:06 MCC-H gives "go" for deorbitthrustingperiod.

8/06:12 Maneuver vehicleto deorbit thrustingattitude.

8/06:13 MS ingressseats.

8/06:22 First APU is activated.

8/06:28 Deorbitthrustingperiod, 3 minutes, 13 seconds in
duration,271 fps.

8/06:32 Initiatepost-deorbitthrustingperiod attitude.

8/06:32 Dump forward RCS, if required.

8/06:36 Terminatepost-deorbitthrustingattitude.

8/06:40 ActivateremainingAPUs.

8/06:52 Entry interface,400,000 feet altitude.

8/06:55 Enter communicationblackout.

8/06:57 AutomaticallydeactivateRCS roll thrusters.

8/07:05 Initiatepreprogrammedtest inputs.

8/07:05 AutomaticallydeactivateRCS pitch thrusters.

8/07:06 Altitude 200,000feet.

8/07:09 Initiatefirst roll reversal.

8/07:11 Exit communicationsblackout.

8/07:13 Initiatesecond roll reversal.

8/07:15 Initiateammoniaboilers.

8/07:16 Altitude I00,000feet.

8/07:16 Initiateair data system (ADS) probe deploy.

8/07:16 Initiatethird roll reversal.

8/07:17 Begin entry/terminalarea energy management (TAEM).

8/07:18 Initiatepayload bay venting.
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8/07:20 AutomaticallydeactivateRCS yaw thrusters.

8/07:22 Begin TAEM/approach/landing(A/L) interface.

8/07:23 Initiatelanding gear deployment.

8/07:24 Vehicle has weight on main landinggear.

8/07:24 Vehicle has weight on nose landing gear.

8/07:24 Initiatemain landinggear braking.

8/07:24 Wheel stop.

8/07:38 Flight crew safes OMS/RCS.

8/07:41 Sniff checks are performed.

8/07:43 Aft vehicles are positioned.

8/07:53 Ground purge unit (transport)is connectedto right-
hand (starboard)T-O orbiter umbilical,and ground
cooling unit (transporter)is connectedto left-hand
(port) T-O orbiterumbilical.

8/07:53 Crew compartmentside hatch access vehicle is
positioned.

8/08:00 Orbiter crew egress/ingressside hatch is opened.

8/08:28 Orbiter flight crew and ground crew exchange.
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AA accelerometerassembly
ADS air data system
AFP Air Force Program
ALFE Advanced Liquid Feed Experiment
APM ascent particlemonitor
APU auxiliarypower unit

BFS backup flight control system

CIRRIS CryogenicInfraredRadiance Instrumentfor Shuttle
CIV Critical IonizationVelocity
CLOUDS Cloud Logic To Optimize Use of DefenseSystems
CRO ChemicalRelease Observation
CRT cathode-raytube
C/W caution/warning

DAP digital autopilot
DDS data display system
DOD Departmentof Defense
DPS data processingsystem
DSE Data System Experiment
DSO detailed supplementaryobjective
DTO detailed test objective

EAFB EdwardsAir Force Base
ESS experimentsupport structure
ET external tank
ETR EasternTest Range
EV extravehicular
EVA extravehicularactivity

FAR UV Far UltravioletCamera
FDF flight data file
fps feet per second

GAS get-away special
GLS ground launch sequencer
GPC general-purposecomputer

HUD head-up display
HUP Horizon UltravioletProgram

IBSS InfraredBackground SignatureSurvey
IMU inertialmeasurementunit
IV intravehicular
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JSC Johnson Space Center

kbps kilobits per second
KSC Kennedy Space Center

LCD liquidcrystaldisplay
LPS launch processingsystem

MCC-H MissionControl Center-Houston
MDM multiplexer/demultiplexer
MECO main engine cutoff
MET mission elapsed time
MILA Merritt Island antenna
MLP mobile launcherplatform
MM major mode
MOD MissionOperationsDirectorate
MPEC Multi-PurposeExperimentCanister
MPS main propulsionsystem
MS mission specialist
MSFC Marshall Space Flight Center

NCC normal correctivecombinationmaneuver
NH normal height adjust maneuver
nmi nauticalmile
NOR NorthrupStrip

O&C operationsand checkout
OAA orbiter access arm
OMS orbitalmaneuveringsystem
OV orbiter vehicle

PASS primaryavionics software system
PDI payload data interleaver
PIC pyro initiatorcontroller
PL payload
POCC Payload OperationsControlCenter
PRCS primary reaction control system
PS payload specialist
PTI preprogrammedtest input

QINMS Quadrapole Ion NeutralMass Spectrometer

RCS reaction control system
RGA rate gyro assembly
RME radiationmonitoring equipment
RMS remote manipulatorsystem
RSLS redundant-setlaunch sequencer
RSS range safety system
RTLS return to launch site
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F
S&A safe and arm
SDI StrategicDefenseInitiative
SDIO StrategicDefense InitiativeOrganization
SKIRT ShuttleKinetic InfraredTest
sm statutemile
SPAS ShuttlePallet Satellite
SRB solid rocket booster
SRSS shuttlerange safety system
SSME space shuttlemain engine
ST star tracker
STIC Space Test IntegrationContract
STP Space Test Payload
STS space transportationsystem

TACAN tactical air navigation
TAEM terminal area energy management
TAL transatlanticlanding
TI terminal phase initiation
TIG time of ignition
TPI terminal phase initiationmaneuver
TSM tail servicemast
TV television

URA UniformlyRedundantArray
UVLIM UltravioletLimb Measurement

VTR videotaperecorder

WCS waste collectionsystem
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